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Abstract
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Low Complexity Schemes to Semi-Blind Joint Channel and Symbol
Estimation in MIMO-OFDM

by Binghua GUO

In order to fully exploit the scarce spectrum, antennas arrays are incorpo-
rated into wireless communication devices in 4G and 5G communication
systems to increase the data rate and improve the link reliability. MIMO-
OFDM systems can provide an improved performance in comparison to its
SISO-OFDM counterpart due to the multidimensional structure of the re-
ceived data composed of space, frequency, time dimensions and constel-
lation. Recently, the Least Squares Khatri-Rao Factorization (LSKRF) has
been applied to MIMO-OFDM systems for semi-blind joint channel estima-
tion and symbol detection based on precoded multi-layered space-frequency
codes (MLSFC) to take the place of the traditional iterative algorithm Alter-
nating Least Square (ALS). Although LSKRF is a closed-form scheme, its cu-
bic computational complexity is prohibitive for massive MIMO-OFDM sys-
tems. Therefore, Average Vector and Hadamard ratio rank one approxima-
tion (AVEH) has been proposed for MIMO-OFDM systems, achieving a lin-
ear complexity. However, AVEH is limited to channels and transmitted sym-
bols with offsets. In this master thesis, five novel MIMO-OFDM schemes
for massive antenna array systems taking into account low complexity and
high accuracy aspects are introduced. The proposed Vector Selection Initial-
ization (VSI) scheme presents the smallest complexity and a low accuracy.
Therefore, VSI is useful as initialization for iterative schemes. The proposed
Alternating Least Squares with VSI (ALSVSI) with optimized initialization
in a small number of iterations outperforms the standard ALS with random
initialization. The proposed Vector Projection Rank One Approximation in-
cluding VSI (VPVSI) is an alternative to replace AVEH due to its improved
accuracy in more general scenarios and due to its linear complexity. The
proposed Factorization based on Eigenvalue Decomposition and Vector Pro-
jection (FEVP) is suitable for the massive MIMO-OFDM scenario with a cor-
respondingly small amount of snapshots that can reach the same accuracy of
the state-of-the-art LSKRF, but with a much smaller computational complex-
ity. The proposed Factorization based on sectional truncated Singular value
Decomposition and Vector Projection (FsTSVP) is also proposed to be used in
the massive MIMO-OFDM system, to obtain a promising accuracy with less
complexity. The proposed Factorization based on Eigenvalue Decomposition
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and Vector Projection with Vector Iteration (FEVI) uses data segmentation
combining with a novel algorithm for matrix factorization to obtain a sig-
nificant low-complexity performance compared with LSKRF in the massive
MIMO-OFDM scenario.
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Zusammenfassung
Elektrotechnik und Informationstechnik

Department of Electrical Engineering and Informaiton Technology

Master of Science

Low Complexity Schemes to Semi-Blind Joint Channel and Symbol
Estimation in MIMO-OFDM

by Binghua GUO

Um das knappe Spektrum der Frequenz voll auszuschöpfen, werden in 4G-
und 5G-Kommunikationssystemen und deren drahtlose Kommunikations-
geräte Antennenarrays integriert. Mit dem Ziel die Datenrate zu erhöhen
und die Verbindungssicherheit zu verbessern. MIMO-OFDM Systeme kön-
nen aufgrund der multidimensionalen Struktur der empfangenen Daten aus
Raum, Frequenz, Zeitdimensionen und Konstellation eine verbesserte Leis-
tung im Vergleich zu ihrem SISO-OFDM Gegenstück bieten. In letzter Zeit
wurde die Least Squares Khatri-Rao Factorization (LSKRF) in MIMO-OFDM
Systeme für die halb blinde Kanalschätzung und die Symboldetektion auf
der Basis von vorkodierten multi-layered space-frequency codes (MLSFC)
angewendet, um eine geringere Komplexität, im Vergleich zum iterativen
traditionell Alternating Least Square (ALS). Obwohl LSKRF ein geschlossenes
Schema ist, ist seine kubische Rechenkomplexität für massive MIMO-OFDM
Systeme unerschwinglich. Daher wurde für MIMO-OFDM Systeme ein aver-
age vector and Hadamard ratio rank one approximation (AVEH) vorgeschla-
gen, um eine lineare Komplexität zu erreichen. AVEH ist jedoch auf die Form
der Kanäle und übertragene Symbole mit Offsets beschränkt. In dieser Arbeit
werden fünf neuartige MIMO-OFDM Schemen für massive Antennenarray
Systeme vorgestellt. Bei allen liegt der Fokus auf einer geringen Komplex-
ität und hohen Genauigkeit. Das vorgeschlagene Vector Selection Initializa-
tion (VSI) Schema bietet die geringste Komplexität, weist aber eine geringe
Genauigkeit auf. Es eignet sich daher als Initialisierung fur iterative Ansätze.
Das vorgeschlagene Alternating Least Squares with Vector Seletion Initial-
ization (ALSVSI) Schema übertrifft das Standart ALS Schema, durch eine
optimierte Initialisierung mit geringer Interationsanzahl. Aufgrund seiner
verbesserten einschätzenden Genauigkeit in allgemeineren Szenarien und
der linearen Komplexität, dient das vorgeschlagene Vector Projection Rank
One Approximation including Vector Selection Initialization (VPVSI) Schema
als Alternative, um AVEH zu ersetzen. Desweiteren kann VPVSI durch einen
verbesserten Prozess, das Hinzufugen von mehreren Iterationen, eine höhere
Genauigkeit erzielen. Das vorgeschlagene Factorization based on Eigenvalue
Decomposition and Vector Projection (FEVP) Schema eignet sich fur ein mas-
sives MIMO-OFDM Szenario. Wobei die gleiche Genauigkeit des maßgeben-
den LSKRF Schemas erreicht wird, jedoch mit einer wesentlich geringeren
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Rechenkomplexitität. Das vorgeschlagene Factorization based on sectional
Singular Value Decomposition and Vector Projection (FsTSVP) Schema eignet
sich fur ein massives MIMO-OFDM System, um eine vielversprechende gute
Genauigkeit aber mit geringer Komplexität zu erhalten. Das vorgeschlagene
Factorization based on Eigenvalue Decomposition and Vector Projection with
Vector Iteration (FEVI) Schema kombiniert die Aufteilung des Datas mit der
Vorteile eines neuen Algorithmus, der die Matrix faktorisiert, um eine sig-
nifikant geringere Komplexität, im Vergleich zum LSKRF Schema in mas-
siven MIMO-ODFM Szenarien, zu erhalten.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Over the last two decades, wireless communication system technologies
have been playing very significant and indispensable roles in daily life and
commercial applications, medical area and even in military areas. All types
of wireless services are increasing. Especially, due to the rapid development
of broadband Internet services and multimedia services, more and more users
rely on wireless communication technologies. For example, in the medical
area, wireless technology enable to improve the quality and efficiency of ser-
vices between patients and doctor-patient, like telemedicine applications by
using wireless communication technology to support services available any-
where, no matter when with very small latency time [1]. In addition, many
new applications are emerging and will be applied soon in daily life, like au-
tomated highways, smart homes and wireless sensor networks, which need
to be supported by the new high-quality cost-effective technology of wireless
communication systems [2]. Meanwhile, according to the Ericsson mobil-
ity report in 2016, the estimated amount of subscribers in 2016 is 7.5 billion,
while the expected amount of subscribers for 2022 is 8.9 billion and as re-
ported that the growth of global mobile users increases 3 percent year after
year [3]. Moreover, due to the extraordinarily increasing number of smart-
phone subscriptions and the increase in the volume of average transmitted
data per subscriptions, which is caused by video content, much more data
volume will be required, such as the rapid development of Virtual Reality
(VR) technique needs to occupy huge volume of data to be transmitted. The
total mobile data traffic is expected to increase to almost eight times [4]. The
new challenge of the wireless communication system was described by the
observation from Martin Cooper, who advanced the theory of cellular com-
munications, that the wireless communication can be improved by adding
the number of wireless infrastructure nodes, exploiting the use of radio spec-
trum and enhancing in link efficiency [5].

A possible solution to fulfill the new requirement in wireless communica-
tion system is the new 5G cellular networks system, aiming to provide flex-
ible and higher data rates and to support a wide variety of applications to
serve the mobile users as many as possible [6]. In this new 5-th generation of
wireless mobile radio systems, some new proposed transmission technolo-
gies are being developed to support more than 1000 times increase of wire-
less traffic volume in future wireless communications and to save 10 times
of energy power for Massive Machine Communication (MMC) devices [7].
In order to fit requirements in 5G, higher frequency radio spectrum will be
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potentially used in the future, i.e. signals with frequencies ranging from 30
to 300 GHz, but for longer distances in 5G systems facing large path loss
problem, which can be feasible by exploiting massive antenna arrays sys-
tems [8], i.e. massive multiple-input multi-output (MIMO) antenna technol-
ogy is able to achieve 10 to 20 times spectrum efficiency within the same
frequency bandwidth [5]. However, to achieve the goal in the new genera-
tion wireless communication systems, the constraint of limited available re-
sources like the shortage of the electromagnetic spectrum and the power cost
must be considered as well.

In order to fit such demands of the great number of users and traffic vol-
ume, an increased amount of antennas in communication devices is also ex-
pected in 5G systems. Therefore, array processing methods have been ap-
plied in wireless communication systems, which aim at the estimation of
parameters by combing temporal, spatial and frequency information from
signal captured with a set of precisely placed antenna sensors [9]. Although
commercial wireless communication devices equipped with antenna arrays
are recent, the research on multidimensional array signal processing has been
conducted for decades [10], [11], [12]. Various schemes utilizing tensor tech-
niques for blind and semi-blind channel and symbols estimation have been
designed for MIMO-OFDM systems to meet the demand put forward by
the next generation of wireless systems [11]. MIMO-OFDM systems com-
bine MIMO and OFDM technologies, in which different signals are transmit-
ted over antenna arrays to multiply capacity, to achieve high data rates and
to improve link reliability in the rich-scattering environment. Furthermore,
OFDM modulation technology can provide more reliable communications at
high speeds by dividing a broadband channel into a large number of closely
spaced sub-channels [13], [14], [15], [16], [17], [18].

In a MIMO system, multi-antenna schemes can be structured to reach
a balance between diversity and multiplexing [19]. In general, the multi-
antenna schemes separate the transmission process into multiple parallel
layers. In each layer, a number of data streams are transmitted by a group
of transmitting antennas [20]. For example, transmit diversity gains can be
provided by space-time or space-frequency coding by using two antennas.
Meanwhile, single-antenna layers use spatial multiplexing approach, which
can transmit a non-coded set of symbols multiplexed in the time domain by
using one antenna. Herein, multi-antenna can be applied with the combi-
nation of spatial multiplexing with orthogonal space-frequency block coding
schemes referred as multi-layered space-frequency codes (MLSFC), where
a desirable trade-off between data rates and link reliability can be main-
tained [20].

In the last decade, tensor model and related decompositions play an im-
portant part in wireless communications for signal processing. In such trans-
mission systems, the signal at the transmitter can be extended to space, time,
frequency and/or code dimensions by encoded and modulated, therefore
the related received signal generally can also be developed into a multi-
dimensional structure, i.e. a three or four dimensional tensor model [12].
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Meanwhile, the diversity of the signal can be increased by adding more di-
mensions. Generally, in a case of a three dimensional tensor, two dimensions
can be accounted from space and time and the third dimension can corre-
spond to frequency, constellation or any appropriate dimension of the de-
sign from the wireless communication system [21], [10]. In [22], [23], [24],
[25], [26], [27], [28], the approach of modelling space-time coding (STC) with
tensor for blind detection is illustrated [12]. By applying the approach from
Andre L.F. and de Almeida et al. [29], some semi-blind receivers with lin-
ear constellation precoding are proposed in this work by adding an extra
feature, as a result, the received signal model can be constructed as a three
dimensional tensor and then by using a PARAFAC decomposition, iterative
algorithms or rank one approximation algorithm to exploit the uniqueness
property of the decomposition for estimating the symbol and channel with-
out pilot signals [30].

In order to estimate the joint semi-blind or blind channel and symbol in
the MIMO-OFDM system, various tensor decomposition approaches based
on Parallel Factor Analysis (PARAFAC) proposed by Richard A. Harshman
can be applied [31], thereinto, the Alternating Least Squares (ALS) algorithm
is a basic method [32]. With the knowledge of one factor matrix from the
tensor data model (e.g. precoding coding matrix), the Least Squares Khatri-
Rao Factorization (LSKRF) receiver can be put into use [33]. For different
scenarios, the LSKRF possesses less computational complexity than ALS al-
gorithm [12], [11]. The Average Vector and Hadamard Ratio Rank One Ap-
proximation (AVEH) can also be applied [34], the AVEH receiver has linear
computational complexity, however it is only suitable for specific scenarios,
where symbols and channels have offsets.

In this master thesis, five novel receivers schemes for massive antenna
array MIMO-OFDM systems taking into account low complexity with high
accuracy aspects are proposed. They are tensor-based approaches with semi-
blind decoding for multi-layered space-frequency codes (MLSFC) with tem-
porally constellation linear precoding to extend the two dimensional signal
into tensor structure. Receivers are based on low-complexity schemes to re-
cast the trilinear model of the received signal. At first, the proposed Vector
Selection Initialization (VSI) algorithm is put forward in Subsection 3.2.1, it
presents the smallest complexity and the lowest accuracy, therefore it can
be used as an initialization for further subsequently mentioned iterative ap-
proaches. The proposed Alternating Least Squares with VSI (ALSVSI) in Sub-
subsection 3.2.1.2 outperforms LSKRF with fewer iterations than the stan-
dard ALS with random initialization in low SNR regimes. The proposed
Vector Projection Rank One Approximation including VSI (VPVSI) in Sub-
subsection 3.2.1.1 is an alternative to replace AVEH due to its improved ac-
curacy in more general scenarios and due to its linear complexity. The pro-
posed Factorization based on Eigenvalue Decomposition and Vector Pro-
jection (FEVP) in Sub-subsection 3.2.2.1 is suitable for the massive MIMO-
OFDM scenario with a few of snapshots reaching the same accuracy of the
state-of-the-art LSKRF, but with a much smaller computational complexity.
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The proposed factorization based on sectional truncated Singular Value De-
composition and Vector Projection (FsTSVP) in Sub-subsection 3.2.2.2 de-
votes to mitigate the computational complexity through truncated SVD method
to sectionally process large size data matrices, in order to reduce the compu-
tational complexity and meanwhile, to retain the accuracy. FsTSVP is very
suitable for massive MIMO-OFDM scenario, in the case of massive receive
antennas with a smaller amount of snapshots or the opposite situation, vice-
versa. The proposed Factorization based on Eigenvalue Decomposition and
Vector Projection with Vector Iteration (FEVI) in Sub-subsection 3.2.2.3 is an
approach, which combines iteration and Rank One approximation to achieve
a low-complexity with high accuracy for the massive MIMO-OFDM scenario.

This master thesis is organized into five chapters, including this intro-
duction in Chapter 1. In Chapter 2, the theoretical background of MIMO-
OFDM system, the related techniques in MIMO system and OFDM modula-
tion are presented. Some mathematical concepts on multi-dimensional array
signal processing are also presented. At the last part of this chapter, a space-
frequency block system is mathematically modelled, where the transmitted
signal is encoded by MLSFC and precoded with LCP, Therefore, the received
signal is taken as a three-way PARAFAC-based model. Then the solution for-
mulation is described to give some key equations for designing further pro-
posed schemes. In Chapter 3, the classical ALS algorithm, the state-of-the-art
schemes LSKRF and AVEH are described to set up the essential concepts for
proposing new algorithm schemes. Next, the five proposed MIMO-OFDM
receivers, namely, ALSVSI, VPVSI, FEVP, FsTSVP and FEVI are formulated
and elaborated in two groups in line with their main design idea. In the
group one including ALSVSI and VPVSI is mainly based on Vector Selection
algorithm and in the group two including FEVP, FsTSVP and FEVI is mainly
based on fast constructing approximate matrix decomposition approaches.
These proposed schemes can be applied for semi-blind channel and symbol
estimation. Numerical simulations are illustrated in Chapter 4 in order to
validate the proposed schemes for different scenarios and conditions taking
into account accuracy of estimation and time processing. Conclusions and
further work are drawn in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2

Theoretical Background

2.1 System Description

In this chapter, the concepts and characters of Multiple-Input, Multiple-
Output Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing (MIMO-OFDM) sys-
tem are presented, including the transceiver structure of the MIMO-OFDM
system and the signal model. Then some techniques related to MIMO and
OFDM systems are be elaborated, particularly, the two pre-coding techniques:
Space-Time-Frequency encoder (STF) and Linear Constellation Precoding (LCP).
Furthermore, the multi-dimensional array signal processing and the related
mathematical definitions and operations of tensor and matrix are introduced
and stated. Meanwhile, some of them corresponding mathematical mod-
els are also constituted in this chapter to set up the theoretical foundations
for constructing the simulated wireless communication system model, where
there are the embedded traditional or new novel algorithm schemes on the
related receiver for optimizing the system model, which are presented in the
subsequent chapters.

2.1.1 MIMO-OFDM System

Considering limited bandwidth availability, in order to satisfy the de-
mand for higher capacity and data rate requires innovative technologies, the
MIMO-OFDM system can provide an attractive air-interface solution to ac-
commodate requisites imposed by 4G and 5G wireless communication. The
combination of MIMO signal processing with OFDM modulation is defined
as the MIMO-OFDM system, which is a concatenated wideband system and
can achieve a high-date-rate wireless access at a high quality of service (QoS)
in wireless communication. [35], [36]

According to the work from Gordon L. et al. that in the IEEE802.11a LAN,
IEEE802.16a LAN/MAN standards and IEEE802.20a, a standard, OFDM tech-
nique has been used to achieve the high-bandwidth for users, who are mov-
ing at speeds up to 60 mph [37]. By using OFDM technique, the bandwidth
efficiency can be improved of 0.7 to 3.82 bits/s/Hz. [37]

Therefore, OFDM systems with the promising MIMO techniques can ob-
tain a significant boost in performance of the wireless transmission. The di-
versity (Time diversity, Frequency diversity and Space diversity) provided
in MIMO systems can avoid that all transmission links fade simultaneously
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in a fading environment. Normally, higher data-rate transmission needs
more bandwidth. However, due to the scarcity of spectrum, MIMO wire-
less technology is an alternative solution for spectral efficiency [38]. Sig-
nals over wireless channels are facing the fading problems because of the
poor propagation conditions. OFDM takes the advantage of multi-carrier to
change frequency-selective channel into a series of parallel flat fading sub-
channels to decrease the effects of inter-symbol interference (ISI) [39]. Hence,
MIMO-OFDM significantly simplifies based-band receiver processing and
improve link reliability. Besides, through proper precoding across frequen-
cies, the multi-path systems can gain a diversity of frequency from OFDM
systems [40].

2.1.1.1 Transceiver Structure of MIMO-OFDM Systems

According to the work from Jianjun and Ran, as shown in Fig. 2.1 that
at transmitter, the source data bits stream are processed through channel en-
coding and then are jointly encoded into signal symbols. After that these
encoded symbols are handled by MIMO system onto the transmit antenna
array and OFDM modulations are processed on each antenna element. [36]

At the receiver, at beginning, OFDM demodulation is operated over each
receive antennas, and then MIMO decoding processing is processed over
each sub-carrier in frequency domain. As a result, MIMO-OFDM system
can be treated as a group of parallel MIMO signal processing over OFDM
sub-carriers [36]

2.1.1.2 Signal Model of MIMO-OFDM Systems

The following introduction for the MIMO-OFDM system model is formu-
lated by Jianjun and Ran. They only considered that MIMO and OFDM pro-
cessing is related to frequency and spatial parameters. Assumed that MIMO-
OFDM system uses M transmit antennas, K receive antennas, N OFDM sub-
carriers, and transmits signal through L CIR channel (i.e. the response of the
tapped delay line channel model to the Dirac pulse in the wireless channel
with multipath propagation [41] ). [36]

Defined that the input signal is transmit symbol matrix X and this form
is fit for transmit symbol matrix before the IDFT process, is formed as:

X = [X1, ...,Xm, ...,XM] (2.1)

In X there is Xm denoting as follow:

Xm =

X1 ... 0
... Xn ...
0 ... XN

 (2.2)

The element Xn, which is defined as the modulated symbol on sub-carrier
n .

Therefore, at the receiver, the signal Y after the DFT can be denoted by a
KN × 1 vector:
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FIGURE 2.1: Schematic diagram of coded MIMO-OFDM (Mod-
ified from [36]).

Y = [y1, ...,y1, ...,yK]T (2.3)

In Y includes yk as follow:

yk = [yk(1), ..., yk(n), ..., yk(N)] (2.4)

The element yk(n) denotes the received signal on the n-th sub-carrier for
the k-th receive antenna.

The CIR matrix hk corresponding to kth receive antenna can be described
as:

hk = [hk,1, ...,hk,m, ...,hk,M] (2.5)

The vector element in hk is as follow:

hk,m = [hk,m(l), ..., hk,m(L)] (2.6)

hk,m(l) is the l-th tap transmitted by antenna m and received by antenna
k .

The element in DFT matrix Wn of size N × L is defined as:

WN |n, l = exp(−j2π(n− 1)(l − 1)/N) (2.7)
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the transform matrices of W is computed by Kronecker product (The def-
inition of Kronecker product is introduced in part (2.1.5.1)), as follow:

W = IM ⊗Wn (2.8)

IM denotes the identity matrix of size M ×M .
Thus, the received signal received by k-th antenna after DFT is expressed

by:

yk =
M∑
m=1

xmWnhk,m + zk = XWhm + zm (2.9)

zk is AWGN noise as a vector of size N × 1 as follow:

zk = [zk(1), ..., zk(N)]T (2.10)

As a result, the transceiver structure of MIMO-OFDM system can be formed
as follow:

Y = XH + Z (2.11)

Z is noise related all receive antennas, and H is CTF matrix corresponding
to CIR matrix h:

h = [h1,h2, ...,hk, ...,hK ]T (2.12)

H = Wh (2.13)

the vector hk in h is from Equation 2.6 .
In this MIMO-OFDM system model, the wideband channel is divided

into parallel sets of N narrowband channel. Therefore, the CTF matrix H can
be also expressed as follow:

H = [H1,H2, ...,Hn, ...,HN ] (2.14)

Hn is the CTF matrix on the sub-carrier n as follow:

Hn =

Hn,1,1 ... Hn,1,M

... Hn,m,m ...
Hn,K,1 ... Hn,K,M

 (2.15)

where Hn,K,M is on the sub-carrier n of the channel frequency response in
the link between them-th transmit antenna and the k-th receive antenna. [36]

2.1.2 MIMO System

MIMO (multiple-input and multiple-output) is used in wireless commu-
nication to improve the signal with seriously poor BER performance in wire-
less environment through adding diversity. MIMO is also a good method
to increase the capacity of system by using multiple antennas in the wireless
communication system [36]. As shown in Fig.2.2, there are antennas arrays to
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improve the transmission in scattering medium [42]. In this signal processing
system, there are a lot of multiple antennas technologies can be applied, such
as spatial multiplexing, spatial diversity, beam-forming, phased arrays and
so on [36]. In this section, a brief introduction is given about MIMO system
and these related technologies. [43]

FIGURE 2.2: Antenna arrays for MIMO communication (Modi-
fied from [44]).

2.1.2.1 Fading Problems

Traditionally, due to multipath propagation and Doppler shift from the
movement of stations in wireless transmission environment, the transmis-
sion is interfered by frequency selective and time selective channel. Because
of the multi-path propagation, there is a time delay from each path. If the
bandwidth of the signal is bigger than the coherence bandwidth, the channel
is frequency selective channel and received signals suffer from inter-symbol
interference. Due to Doppler shift leads to a time varying channel. If the
time of the signal is longer than the coherence time of the channel, fast fad-
ing happens leading to the distortion of the received signals at the receiver.
Therefore, MIMO systems have three main techniques: precoding, diversity
coding, and spatial multiplexing (SM) to meet these challenges. [45], [46]

2.1.2.2 Diversity

Wireless transmission environments cause fading problems. MIMO sys-
tems can solve them by adding parallel transmission lines to reduce the prob-
ability of fading. This method is called diversity.

It is important in MIMO systems to achieve a maximum diversity of the
transmission and reception. Spatial diversity can be elevated through adding
multiple physical transmit or receive antennas or both of them at base sta-
tions or at mobile units or both of them [43]. And due to the limitation
of Information of channel state (ICS), the transmit diversity is not easy to
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obtain, thus transmit scheme is a remarkably important part to be consid-
ered. In order to improve the transmit diversity, the signal need to be coded
by using diversity coding technique. For example, Space–Time (ST) cod-
ing [47], Space–Frequency (SF) coding, which has the same performance as
ST, but works better in the more badly fast fading environments [48]. And
Space–Time–Frequency(STF) coding [49]. In addition, diversity can be ap-
plied to two or more domains by using those coding techniques, consequently,
the transmitted signal can be formed in the three-dimensional plane as a
multidimensional scheme, as shown in Fig. 2.3, by using different diversity
coding technique, the transmit signal can be formed as two or three dimen-
sional plane. What’ more, hybrid encoding schemes can be also applied as a
trade-off between diversity and multiplexing, e.g. Spatial multiplexing with
orthogonal space-frequency block coding. [43], [50], [51]

FIGURE 2.3: Diversity exploitation in MIMO systems in three
domains [43] .

2.1.2.3 Space–Time Block Codes

Space–Time Block Codes (STBCs) are spatial-temporal codes, and Alam-
outi’s Transmit technique is the first STBCs. The operation of this technique
is dealt with two modulated symbols. These two modulated symbols are
transmitted by two antennas in two-time instant [43].

Alamouti’s code can be represented by coding matrix according to the ta-
ble 2.1, [43], in a case that two information symbols s1 and s2 are transmitted
in two time instant by two antennas:

X1 =

[
s1 s2
−s∗2 s∗1

]
(2.16)

Alamouti’s code can achieve 2 diversity order without Channel State In-
formation (CSI) at transmitter. For example, in Fig. 2.4, there are two Space-
time layers (two pure Alamouti’s ST) as follow:

s(i) = [s1(i), s2(i), s3(i), s4(i)]
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TABLE 2.1: Encoding of the Alamouti’s Transmit Diversity
Scheme [43] .

Time instance Antenna 1 Antenna 2

time t1 s1 s2
time t2 −s∗2 s∗1

X(s(i)) =

[
s1(i) s2(i) s3(i) s4(i)
−s∗2(i) s∗1(i) −s∗4(i) s∗3(i)

]
STBCs can provide the maximum transmit diversity and be related with

a low-complexity linear decoding processing [52]. However, STBCs has the
shortage of reducing transmission rates, when the constellations are complex
and the number of transmit antennas is more than two. [52], [54], [55], [56],
[53]

Fig. 2.4 is a briefly description by Y. Geoffrey Li et al. that a MIMO-OFDM
system with two layers of space-time encoder, and each layer corresponds to
two antennas are modelled [57].

FIGURE 2.4: MIMO-OFDM system with two layers of ST en-
code (Modified from [57]).

In n-th time instant, there are two data blocks, bi[n, k] : k = 0, 1, ..., for
i = 1 and 2. Next each of them is transformed into two different signals,
s2(i−1)+j[n, k] : k = 0, 1, ..., j = 1, 2. For i = 1 and 2, signals are through
space–time encoded at the m-th transmit antenna, the OFDM signal is mod-
ulated by si[n, k] at the i-th sub-carrier of the n-th OFDM block [57].
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2.1.2.4 Spatial Multiplexing

The operation of spatial multiplexing (SM) technique processing is to sub-
divide information sequence into parallel sub-streams. The sub-stream is
defined as ’Layer’. And signal can be processed in this layer [43]. SM is a
spatial modulation, which is proposed for low-complexity implementation
in MIMO systems with good system performance [58].

For example, the symbol vector s(i) is taken as the input of the multi-layer
space-time encoder and then X(s(i)) is codeword matrix. There can be two
layers for the inputs, one layer is associated with STC encoder and another is
a spatial multiplexing layer as follow:

s(i) = [s1(i), s2(i), s3(i), s4(i)]

X(s(i)) =

[
s1(i) s2(i) s3(i)
−s∗2(i) s∗1(i) s4(i)

]
2.1.2.5 Massive MIMO

Nowadays the number of subscribers in wireless communication system
increases exponentially. 4G can barely accommodate the new challenge, be-
cause of the spectrum scarcity and excessive energy consumption. Thus, the
fifth generation (5G) cellular network is coming out as an evolution for 4G,
which is able to improve the system capacity in 1000 times and spectral effi-
ciency in 10 times compared with 4G [59].

Massive MIMO is a promising technique in 5G with a significantly in-
creasing number of antennas at the base station or at the terminal or at both of
them to enhance the spectral efficiency with affordable complexity [60]. Mas-
sive MIMO systems target exploitation of the possible capacity gains through
arising the size of antennas array [61].

According to the Shannon theory, the sum of system capacity Csum in the
5G wireless network, proposed by C. X. Wang et al. can be approximately
expressed as follow:

Csum ≈
∑

HetNets

∑
Channels

Bi log2(1 +
Pi
Np

) (2.17)

whereBi denotes the bandwidth of the i-th channel, Pi is the signal power
on the i-th channel, and Np is the noise power [59]. It can be seen from above
equation that the complete system capacity Csum denotes the sum capacity of
all sub-channels and heterogeneous networks. Hence Csum can be increased
by increasing number of sub-channels though massive MIMO [61], spatial
modulation (SM) [62], etc. [59]

A large antenna array with few hundred antennas is used in massive an-
tenna MIMO system. In such system, antennas can transmit signal at the
same time in one time instant and serve a lot of user terminals over fre-
quency [7]. Massive MIMO technology can take a full advantage of MIMO by
using a larger scale antenna array, hence it is regarded as a novel technology
for 5G networks, which can improve energy efficiency spectrum efficiency.
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The implementation of massive MIMO technology is based on spatial multi-
plexing. [63]

2.1.3 OFDM System

Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) has the ability to
protect the transmission from multipath fading in wireless communication
and is able to assist a very high data rate transmission, hence OFDM tech-
nique also plays an important role for the air interface systems. In this sub-
section, a brief introduction about OFDM is given.

2.1.3.1 Single-Carrier vs. Multi-Carrier Transmission

If the higher data rate is required in a single-carrier transmission, a wider
bandwidth must be needed to support that. However, the channel in wireless
communication will become frequency-selective, when the signal bandwidth
becomes wider than the coherence bandwidth. Then the inter-symbol inter-
ference (ISI) happens in the link. Therefore, Multi-Carrier can be an alterna-
tive way to overcome the frequency selectivity of the broad-width channel for
high rate data transmission as shown in Fig. 2.5, the information symbols are
operated in parallel and then they are modulated by different sub-carriers to
be transmitted. Fig. 2.6 illustrates that the sub-carrier is smaller than channel
coherence bandwidth, thus, frequency selective channel can be avoided. [44]

FIGURE 2.5: Basic structure of multi-carrier system (Modified
from [44]).

2.1.3.2 OFDM Transmission Scheme

OFDM transmission scheme is with multi-carrier. As Tsutomu Seki intro-
duced, OFDM symbol, namely the transmitted signal s(t) can be described
as follow [64]:
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s(t) = Re[
N−1∑
k=0

d(k)ej2π(fc+kf0)t] (2.18)

where,−Tg ≤ t ≤ Te. N denotes the number of carriers and f0 is carrier in-
terval among sub-carriers, fc is the the initial frequency of whole sub-carriers,
d(k) denotes the data symbol transmitted on the k-th carrier, Te (Te = 1/f0) is
efficient symbol length and Tg is guard interval length. [64]

FIGURE 2.6: The frequency response of multi-carrier transmis-
sion system (Modified from [44]).

In Fig. 2.7, it represents that Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and inverse fast
Fourier transform (IFFT) are implemented as an efficient alternative way of
DFT and IDFT in OFDM systems. [44] Furthermore, orthogonality is used
in OFDM as an essential condition for the OFDM signal to avoid ICI (In-
ter Channel Interference). [64] OFDM Guard Interval is designed to protect
OFDM symbol from ISI to maintain the orthogonality over the duration of
each symbol. [64]

FIGURE 2.7: OFDM transmission scheme implemented using
IDFT/DFT (Modified from [44]).
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2.1.4 OFDM Modulation with Pre-coding

2.1.4.1 Space-Time-Frequency Coding

Space-time-frequency (STF) coding for multi-antenna in OFDM transmis-
sions can achieve high diversity, increased coding gains with relative low de-
coding complexity to fit the new requirement of better transmission quality
and achieve more bandwidth efficiency in broadband wireless communica-
tions [65].

According to sub-channel grouping technique, which was proposed for
multi-user interference elimination [68] and for peak-to-average ratio (PAR)
reduction [69], and to maximize the diversity [66], [67]. The traditional sub-
carriers with appropriate system parameters can be divided into groups of
less correlated sub-carriers, where each information symbol can be transmit-
ted over sub-carriers in only one of these groups. For example, when the
system works with 3 transmitters and 4 receivers, the optimal sub-carrier
grouping is illustrated in Fig. 2.8.

FIGURE 2.8: Optimal sub-carrier grouping (3 transmitters, 4
paths) (Modified from [67]).

According to the signal model presented in subsection 2.1.1.2, a multi-
antenna wireless communication system is modeled by a antenna array with
M transmit antennas and K receive antennas, there is the transmission over
Nc sub-carriers of OFDM, inNx OFDM symbol periods is assumed, as shown
in Fig. 2.9, Zhiqiang Liu et al. depicted a three-dimensional (3-D) space-time-
frequency (STF) data symbol xnm(p), (m = 1, ...,M.p = 0, 1, ..., Nc − 1.n =
0, ..., Nx − 1) transmitted on p-th sub-carrier by the mth transmit antenna
in n-th OFDM symbol period [65]. This data symbol can be described in a
block [65]:

X := [X(0),X(1), ...,X(Nc)] ∈ CM×NcNx (2.19)

In X includes matrix X(p) as follow:

X(p) :=

 x01(p) ... xNx−1
1(p)

... ...
x0

M(p) ... xNx−1
M(p)

 ∈ CM×Nx (2.20)

Supposed that SFT encoding generates the space-frequency-time code-
word matrix X(s(i)) fromNI information symbols, where s := [s0, ..., sNI ] [65].
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FIGURE 2.9: Diagram of STF-coded transmissions (Modified
from [65]).

Therefore, the transmitted signal X can be extended into three dimen-
sional array by using spatial, temporal and frequency features by coding
technique as shown in Fig. 2.9.

2.1.4.2 Linear Constellation Precoding

LCP can be an alternative transmit diversity scheme, which does not re-
duce transmission rates. However, practically LCP-OFDM has high decod-
ing complexity due to the transmission of each information symbol over all
sub-carriers. However by using sub-channel grouping technique, which also
can be used for maintaining maximum potential diversity and enlarging cod-
ing gains and reducing the decoding complexity. Hence within every sub-
set of sub-carriers, a linear constellation precoder (LCP) can be structured to
maximize both coding gains and diversity without a decrease in the trans-
mission rate. [67]

In Fig. 2.10, matrix H is channel matrix and F is fast Fourier transform
(FFT) matrix, inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) is performed by a multi-
plication of H by FH at the transmitter [53].

Assumed that OFDM signals are transmitted over frequency-selective fad-
ing channels withM transmit andK receive antennas. As depicted in Fig. 2.10,
LCP-OFDM is a LCP block encoding impacted on an OFDM modulator. The
LCP is exposited byM×M matrix Φ with complex entries, in order to achieve
full diversity, the optimum precoder matrix conforms to the transmit power
constraint tr(ΦΦH) [53]. And then the precoded block Φ can be mapped to
an ST (Space-Time) or SF (Space-Frequency) mapper [70].

Because Φ is square, it can be avoided to reduce the transmission rate. Af-
ter linear constellation precoding, the precoded block is taken as an OFDM
symbol. The maximum diversity, large coding gains, and complexity of de-
coding will be decided by the design of the LCP matrix Φ. [67], [70]
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FIGURE 2.10: LCP-OFDM block system (Modified from [67]).

According to the optimal sub-carrier grouping, the sub-carriers can be di-
vided into groups. In order to reduce decoding complexity, each information
symbol is transmitting over only one of the sub-carrier groups. For example,
s(n) is divided into P blocks sp(n), p ∈ [1, P ], and link s̃p(n) with sp(n) as
follow [67]:

s̃p(n) = Φsp(n), p ∈ [1, P ] (2.21)

where the M ×M complex matrix Φ constitutes the so-termed GLCP. The
performance of LCP-OFDM depends on the design criteria for Φ.

2.1.4.2.1 Design of Precoder based on Modified Algebraic Tools Accord-
ing to the algebraic number theory preliminaries [71], the matrix Φ can be
designed according to constructions of modified LCP-A and LCP-B. Φ can
be applies to any M number of transmitted antennas with modified LCP-A.
LCP-B is an unitary precoder design for any M 6= 2m number of transmitted
antennas, it can ensure the performance of system with AWGN channel.

The matrix Φ in modified LCP-A construction can be expressed as a Van-
dermonde matrix as follow [65], [72], [70]:

Φ =
1√
M


1 α0 ... αM−10

1 α2 ... αM−12

. . .

. . .

. . .
1 αM−1 ... αM−1M−1

 (2.22)

where 1√
M

is a normalized factor, which is chosen to impose the power
constraint tr(ΦΦH) and M decides the selection of parameters [67].

According to the modified LCP–A design [53], the root α in the precoder
Φ can be chosen like this:

αm = αe
j2π(m−1)

M (2.23)

where m = 1, ..,M .
And LCP-B is proposed for constructing unitary precoders as follow [70]:
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Φ := ΘMdiag(1, α, ..., αM−1) (2.24)

where ΘM denotes the M-point inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) ma-
trix [70].

2.1.5 Multi-Dimensional Array Signal Processing

In this work, antenna array based systems will be applied, which is con-
cerned with array signal processing. Besides, the transmission is assumed to
happen in a multi-path environment with rich scattering. In order to protect
the transmitted signal against the fading, at transmitter, the information sym-
bol streams are encoded and modulated to gain diversity. Through these en-
coded measures can lead to a multi-dimensional array signal model. Specif-
ically, in MIMO-OFDM system, it comes with transmit array and receive ar-
ray with special coding schemes, hence the received data can be structured
with spatial dimension, frequency dimension, and time dimension. And the
channel also can be structured with spatial, frequency and time dimensions.
Therefore, the estimation of multidimensional received data can have a sepa-
ration operated with improved accuracy from tensor gain without imposing
additional constraints. [22]

2.1.5.1 Related Mathematical Definitions and Operations of Tensor

Firstly, some basic concepts about the tensor, and some of the descriptions
of tensor operations are introduced in this subsection. These mathematical
models can help to construct the system models for describing transmission
processes and estimation, reconstruction at receiver in wireless communica-
tion.

2.1.5.1.1 Definition of Tensor (Definition 1)
In mathematics, according to W. Voigt in 1846, the tensor is defined as

multi-linear mapping model [73]. In physics, tensor is a description of co-
variant and contra covariant indices, introduced by M. Grossmann and A.
Einstein in 1915 [74]. An intuitive description of tensor by the Electronic
Measurements and Signal Processing Group (EMS) : ”A tensor of order p is
a collection of elements that are referenced by p indices”, as shown in Table
2.2 [75].

2.1.5.1.2 The Kronecker Product (Definition 2)
According to the research from Charles F. Van Loan [76], if A ∈ Rm1×n1

and B ∈ Rm2×n2 , then their Kronecker product A⊗B is a m1m2 × n1n2 block
matrix defined as follow:
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TABLE 2.2: Definition of Tensor [75].

Scalar Vector Matrix 3rd order tensor 4rd order tensor ...

x ∈ C x ∈ CI1 X ∈ CI1×I2 X ∈ CI1×I2×I3 X ∈ CI1×I2×I3×I4

p = 0 p = 1 p = 2 p = 3 p = 4 ’multi-way arrays’

A⊗B =


a1,1B a1,2B ... a1,n1B
a2,1B a2,2B ... a2,n1B

.

. ...

.
am1,1B am1,2B ... am1,n1B

 (2.25)

where am1,n1 is the element from matrix A. The Kronecker product has
such property [77]:

vec(UZVT ) = (V ⊗U)vec(Z) (2.26)

2.1.5.1.3 The Khatri-Rao Product (Definition 3)
According to the work from Shuangzhe Liu and Gõtz Trenkler [78], if

A ∈ CI×F and B ∈ CJ×F , so the Khatri-Rao product of A and B is IJ × F
matrix [78] as follow:

A �B = (Aij ⊗Bij)ij =


Bdiag(A1.)

.

.

.
Bdiag(AI.)

 (2.27)

The Khatri-Rao product possesses such property [78]:

vec(Udiag(z)VT ) = (V �U)z (2.28)

where, U ∈ CK×M , z ∈ CM×1 and V ∈ CP×M .

2.1.5.1.4 Hadamard Product (Definition 4)
According to the work from Shuangzhe Liu and Gõtz Trenkler [78], if

A ∈ CI×F and C ∈ CI×F , so the Hadamard product of A and C is I × F
matrix as follow:

A�C = (aifcif )ij (2.29)
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2.1.5.1.5 Outer Product (Definition 5)
The three dimensional tensor X ∈ CI×J×K with elements defined by xi,j,k

is constituted by the outer product (a◦b◦c) of three vectors a ∈ CI×1 , b ∈ CJ×1

and c ∈ CK×1 [79].

2.1.5.1.6 Rank-1 Tensor (Definition 6)
If a three dimensional tensor can be written in the way of a outer-product

by three vectors, this tensor is rank-1 [79].

2.1.5.1.7 Matrix Rank (Definition 7)
Let A be any m × n matrix. The rank of A is the maximal number of

linearly independent column vectors in A. It can be written as rank(A) [80].
In a matrix data model, the rank of the matrix has the important relationship
with model order, which is a very crucial parameter for beam-forming or
the estimation for received data. It can be calculated by using model order
selection techniques [81].

2.1.5.1.8 Tensor Rank (Definition 8)
According to the work from Kruskal, the rank of tensor X is defined as

the minimum number of rank-1 tensors whose sum can span tensor X [79],
[82].

2.1.5.1.9 Decomposition of Matrix (Definition 9)
Due to the work of Tao Jiang and Nikos D. Sidiropoulos, consider a I ×

J matrix X of rank F . By definition of matrix rank in 2.1.5.1.7 , X can be
decomposed as a sum of F rank one matrices [83]:

X =
F∑
f

af bf
T . (2.30)

where af (bf ) is the f -th column of A (resp. B). X can be written as X =
ABT :

xi ,j =
F∑
f

ai ,f bj ,f (2.31)

where xi ,j (ai ,f bj ,f ) is the (i , f )-th (resp. (i , f ), (j , f )) element in matrix X
(resp. matrix A, matrix B). The decomposition in (2.30) (or, equivalently,
(2.30) ) is not unique because X = ABT = AMM−1BT for any invertible M is
suitable [83]. So when it concerns with channel and received data estimation,
if there are no extra information about channel or received data or without
imposing additional constraints, it is difficult to estimate the information in
identifiable uniqueness by decomposing matrix model.

2.1.5.1.10 Kruskal-rank (Definition 10)
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According to the work from Joseph Kruskal [84], Kruskal rank, also named
as k-rank of matrix A, is denoted by krank(A), it is defined to be equal to r
when every collection of r columns of A is linear independent but there exists
a collection of r + 1 linearly dependent columns. k-rank presents a stronger
condition than the standard rank, so rank(A) ≥ krank(A). k-rank has prop-
erty as follow [85]:

2.1.5.1.10.1 Property 1 krank of Vandemonde matrix. Consider a Van-
demonde matrix [83], [84]:

V =



1 ... 1
z−11 ... z−1k

. . .

. . .

. . .

z
−(n−1)
1 ... z

−(n−1)
k

 (2.32)

where z1 , ..., zk ∈ C, zk 6= zl for all k 6= l . The Khatri-Rao products V∗ �V
is with full column rank, if k 6 2n − 1. The Vandemonde matrix V satisfies
these equations as follows [85], [86]:

krank(V) = rank(V),

rank(V) = min(n, k).

2.1.5.1.11 Decomposition of Tensor (Definition 11)
Using several sets of variables can characterize a multi-way data model,

i.e. with three variables, the data can be formed in a cube [87]. This N-way
array model is also referred to as tensor, which is indexed by three indepen-
dent variables. PARAFAC was put forth by Carrol and Chang, Harshman
in 1970, [31], [88]. It can extend the matrix singular value decompositions in
higher-order, which can be unique under certain conditions [89], [90], [82],
[83]. PARAFAC can be applied for decomposing multi-dimensional arrays
into matrices leading to further simple mathematical process [91].

FIGURE 2.11: X contains all products between the elements of
the vectors a and b and c (Modified from [92]).

Due to the model CANDECOMP (canonical decomposition) proposed by
by Harshman and by Carroll and Chang, that a tensor X of order I × J ×K
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with typical element xi,j,k is a decomposition ofX as a sum of a minimal num-
ber of rank-1 tensors [79]. Fig. 2.11 illustrates the PARAFAC decomposition
of tensor X into trilinear elements [83] as follow:

xi,j,k =
F∑
f

ai,fbj,fck,f (2.33)

where ai,f (bj,f , ck,f ) is the element of matrix A (resp. B, C ).
According to the research by Kruskal, under certain conditions the com-

ponent matrices A, B, and C can be uniquely identified by column permu-
tation and scaling [82]. Thereinto, xi,j,k has three independent variational
dimensional parameters i, j and k. The model (2.33) can be also written in
matrix form as follows [83]:

Xi =
F∑
f

a
(1)
i,f bfcf = Bdiag(Ai)C

T (2.34)

Xj =
F∑
f

b
(2)
f cfai,f = Cdiag(Bj)A

T (2.35)

Xk =
F∑
f

c
(3)
k,fafbf = Adiag(Ck)B

T (2.36)

where A is a I × F matrix, B is a J × F matrix and C is a K × F matrix,
af , bf and cf are the f -th column of matrix A, B and C. And diag(Ak) is
a diagonal matrix including the i-th row of the matrix A with elements ai,f
in its diagonal, diag(Bk) is a diagonal matrix containing the j-th row of the
matrix B with elements bj,f in its diagonal and diag(Ck) is a diagonal matrix
holding the k-th row of the matrix C with elements ck,f in its diagonal [83].

FIGURE 2.12: Unfoldings of tensor X in n-mode vectors (Mod-
ified from [75]).

As shown in Fig. 2.12, and according to the work from Tao Jiang and
Nikos D. Sidiropoulos, if the X

(1)
k (resp.X

(2)
j ,X

(3)
i ) is stacked one over another,
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a compact matrix representation of the model in (2.34), (resp. (2.35), (2.36))
can also be presented as follows [83]:

X(1) :=


X1

X2

.

.

.
XK

 =


Adiag(C1)
Adiag(C2)

.

.

.
Adiag(CK)

BT = (C �A)BT ∈ CKI×J (2.37)

X(2) :=


X1

X2

.

.

.
XJ

 =


Cdiag(B1)
Cdiag(B2)

.

.

.
Cdiag(BJ)

AT = (B �C)AT ∈ CKJ×I (2.38)

X(3) :=


X1

X2

.

.

.
XI

 =


Bdiag(A1)
Bdiag(A2)

.

.

.
Bdiag(AI)

CT = (A �B)CT ∈ CJI×K (2.39)

Therefore, three dimensional tensor can be reshaped into two dimen-
sional matrix. As shown in Fig. 2.13, the equation (2.33) can be also repre-
sented in term of Canonical Polyadic (CP) decomposition as follow [93]:

X = Ix1Ax2Bx3C (2.40)

where I ∈ CF×F×F is the identity tensor. The elements with equal indices
of I are equal to 1, otherwise are equal to 0. The factor matrices are A ∈
CI×F ,B ∈ CJ×F ,C ∈ CK×F .

FIGURE 2.13: Canonical Polyadic (CP) decomposition (Modi-
fied from [93]).

2.1.5.1.12 Matrix Representations of a Tensor (Definition 12)
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Dimitri Nion and Nicholas D. Sidiropoulos proved that the three-way ten-
sor can be sectioned into matrix along the direction i, (resp. j, k). The stan-
dard matrix representation of a three dimensional tensor X can be denoted
by X(1) ∈ CJI×K , X(2) ∈ CKJ×I and X(3) ∈ CIK×J , which be defined as
follows [79]:

X(1)((j − 1)K + k, i) = §i,j,k (2.41)

X(2)((k − 1)I + i, j) = §i,j,k (2.42)

X(3)((i− 1)J + j, k) = §i,j,k (2.43)

where X(1), (resp. X(2), X(3)) includes all the element from X in different
permutation. [79]

2.1.5.1.13 Uniqueness of Tensor Decomposition (Definition 13)
Due to the introduction by Harshman and lundy, considering that Xi =

Bdiag(Ai)C
T , i = 1, ..., I , A ∈ CI×F ,B ∈ CJ×F ,C ∈ CK×F [82]. And if:

kA + kB + kC > 2F + 2 (2.44)

where kA (resp. kB, kC ) denotes the K-rank of matrix A (resp. B, C ) [94].
Thus any other decomposition of X involving F columns is equivalent to the
given one [82].

2.1.5.2 Related Mathematical Definitions and Operations of Matrix

One of the method to solve the estimation problem of the three-dimensional
received signal Y ∈ CK×J×P needs to decompose tensor into a two-dimensional
matrix. For example, in order to extract the matrix information of channel
and transmitted signal symbol, which is introduced in the next chapter, this
process involves some operations of the matrix: Eigenvalue Decomposition
(EVD), Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) and Rank One approximation
and Low Rank decomposition. [95]

2.1.5.2.1 Eigenvalue Decomposition (EVD) (Definition 1)
Kaare Brandt Petersen, Michael Syskind Pedersen et al. worked out, if

n × n matrix A of rank r satisfies Ax = λx, x 6= 0, λ 6= 0 , λ is defined as
eigenvalue and x is the eigenvector of A associated with λ. [96]

Therefore, AE = EΛ, where the r non-zero eigenvalues in an r × r diag-
onal matrix Λ and their eigenvectors in an n × r matrix E. If A is full rank
(r = n) then A can be factorized as [96]:

A = E ·Λ · E−1 (2.45)

2.1.5.2.2 Dominant Eigenvalue and Dominant Eigenvector (Definition 2)
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Refer to [97], σ1, σ2, ..., are defined as the eigenvalues of a n× n matrix A
. And if they are satisfied as follow:

|σ1| > |σ2|, i = 2, ..., n.

Then the dominant eigenvector of A is the eigenvectors corresponding to σ1
is called .

2.1.5.2.3 Rayleigh Quotient (Definition 3)
Refer to [97], let e be an eigenvector of a matrix A, then its corresponding

eigenvalue can be robust estimated as follow in Rayleigh quotient way:

σ =
Ae · e
e · e

(2.46)

2.1.5.2.4 Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) (Definition 4)
In accordance with the expression described by Kaare Brandt Petersen

and et al. [96], matrix A with m× n can be expressed as:

A = U ·Σ ·VT

U = eigenvectors of AAT n× n
Σ =

√
diag(eig(AAT )) n×m

V = eigenvectors of ATA m×m

2.1.5.2.5 Relationship between Eigenvalue and Singular Value (Defini-
tion 5)

According to the introduction in [98], the singular values of an m × n
matrix A are equal to the square roots of the eigenvalues of the symmetric
n× n matrix ATA listed with their multiplicities in decreasing order:

σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ ... ≥ σn

EVD and SVD has following relationship for a non-square matrix A:

ATA = V ·Σ2 ·VT (2.47)

AAT = U ·Σ2 ·UT (2.48)

where eigenvalues Λ = Σ2.

2.1.5.2.6 Characterization of a Rank-one Matrix (Definition 6)
According to the description in [99], matrix A (n × n, n ≥ 2) is rank one.

Then the approximation can be implemented as follows:

(1.1) There are x, y vectors (n× 1) ; x,y 6= 0 thus A = xyT ;
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(1.2) A has no more than one non-zero eigenvalue with algebraic multiplic-
ity 1;

(1.3) This eigenvalue is expressed as yTx;

(1.4) Vector x is the right eigenvector and vector y is the left eigenvector.

2.1.5.2.7 Low-rank Approximation for Matrix (Definition 7)
As elaborated in [100], the SVD can be low-rank approximated for A with

size ofm×n by finding a matrix Ar, which is with rank r < m, n, to minimize
‖Ar −A‖. Given SVD on matrix A, such that A = U ·Σ ·VT , then A can be
approximated by the following procedures [100]:

(1.1) Set the non-zero elements of Σ in descending order;

(1.2) Pick up the first r elements from Σ to constitute to the diagonal matrix
Σr with r × r size, the corresponding columns from U to constitute to
the orthogonal matrix Ur in the size of m × r and the corresponding
columns from V to constitute to the orthogonal matrix Vr with the size
of n× r;

(1.3) Set up Ar = Ur ·Σr ·VT
r .

Therefore, a low-rank matrix factorization can be calculated as following
diagram:

FIGURE 2.14: Diagram of low-rank matrix factorization (Modi-
fied from [100]).
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2.2 System Model

In this section, a system model as a foundation for proposing estimation
algorithmic schemes is described, taking use the mathematical models with
same premises as presented by Andre L. F. de Almeida et al. in the work
for advancing LSKRF scheme [12]. The goal is to estimate the semi-blind
channel and reconstruct information symbol at receiver in MIMO-OFDM
system. The transmit signal is encoded by multi-layered space-frequency
codes (MLSFC) and linear constellation precoding (LCP) over each OFDM
symbol. The information symbols are across a group of neighbouring fre-
quency sub-carriers over which the channel is assumed to remain constant.
LCP is operated across a number of OFDM symbols successively to exploit a
temporal diversity. By extending the algebraic structure of transmit process-
ing, a three dimensional tensor model received signal can be correspondingly
formulated as well. [29]

This system model considering a MIMO-OFDM wireless communication
system with a linear and uniformly spaced array ofM transmit andK receive
antennas transmit signal over Nc sub-carriers by OFDM modulation. Ac-
cording to sub-channel grouping technique, [66], [67], [68], the sub-carriers
of OFDM modulation are divided into several sub-carrier groups and in each
group, there are F number by sub-carriers which are highly correlated and
associated with the same flat fading channel coefficient [12]. Meanwhile, be-
tween different sub-carrier groups are assumed uncorrelated.

FIGURE 2.15: OFDM symbols in time domain.

2.2.1 Transmitted Signal

At the transmitter, N OFDM symbols are partitioned into I time-slots and
each time-slot lasts P symbol period as shown in Fig. 2.15. The i-th symbol
vector s(i) = [s1(i), . . . , sR(i)]T ∈ CR is the input of the space-frequency en-
coder [12]. In the i-th time-slot, a space-frequency codeword matrix X(s(i)) ∈
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CF×M can be generated by MLSFC, where X(s(i)) matrix can serve as a ref-
erence model for the construction of the new three-dimension PARAFAC-
based model. Hence matrix X(s(i)) ∈ CF×M can be proposed to a ten-
sor model by spreading from precoding, i.e, for each space-frequency code-
word, across P OFDM periods in one time-slot can be proposed with the ex-
tended linear constellation precoding (LCP) technique, which applies succes-
sive constellation rotations. Accordingly, this matrix model can be increased
by an extra factor P , which can be interpreted as an incorporation of the
third axis (or dimension). In accordance with the model in [12], the p-th LCP
precoded space-frequency codeword in i-th time-slot can be constructed by
multiplying the matrix GM(p) as follow [12]:

X̄(i, p) = GM(p)XT (s(i)) ∈ CM×F . (2.49)

The GM(p) is the p-th LCP matrix, also called the constellation rotation (CR)
matrix. The choice of GM(p) is discussed in sub-subsection 2.1.4.2. It should
be suitable for PSK and QAM constellations and for any number of M , it can
be defined by [52], [101]:

GM(p)
.
=

1√
M

Θdiag(1, αp1, . . . , α
p
M−1), (2.50)

where Θ ∈ CM×M is a discrete Fourier transform (DFT) matrix and αm =
exp(jφm) is the elementary rotation. The value of φ can be chosen by a given
number of antennas M and the type of modulation for symbols [52]. Ac-
cording to the introduction in sub-subsection 2.1.4.2.1, a form of φ is given
by φm = 2π(m− 1)/M . The implementation of LCP technique over P OFDM
periods can add an extra time diversity to the system, including traditional
space and frequency diversities. [12]

2.2.2 Received Signal

H ∈ CK×M denotes the channel matrix, with each of its elements as a zero
mean complex Gaussian random variable. The noise matrix is W ∈ CK×M ,
with each of its elements i.i.d complex Gaussian with zero mean and variance
σ2/2. The received signal matrix Y associated with the P OFDM symbols of
the i-th time-slot can be presented as [12]:

Y(i, p) = HGM(p)XT (s(i)) + W(i, p) ∈ CK×F . (2.51)

In line with the model in [12], for all I time-slots Y(1, p), . . . ,Y(I, p) are
added together in column-wise along the frequency dimension:

Y(p) = HGM(p)XT (s) + W(p), (2.52)
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where the received matrix Y(p), transmitted matrix X(s) and information
symbol vector s are as follows:

Y(p)
.
= [Y(1, p), . . . ,Y(I, p)] ∈ CK×IF , (2.53)

X(s) =

 X(s(1))
...

X(s(I))

 ∈ CIF×M , and (2.54)

s
.
= [sT (i), . . . , sT (i)]T ∈ CIM , i = 1, ..., I. (2.55)

Considering (2.50), it can be rewritten (2.52) as follow:

Y(p) =
1√
M

HΘdiag(Cp .)X
T (s) + W(p), (2.56)

Y(p) can be structured as a three dimensional tensor corresponding to the
nested PARAFAC decomposition. The matrix diag(Cp .) is from the p-th row
of a Vandermonde matrix as the diagonal elements that collects the phase
rotations [12]:

C =


1 α1

1 · · · α1
M−1

1 α2
1 · · · α2

M−1
...

... · · · ...
1 αP1 · · · αPM−1

 ∈ CP×M (2.57)

2.2.3 MLSFC Scheme

Combining the techniques introduced in sub-subsections 2.1.2.3, 2.1.2.4,
2.1.4.1, a Multi-layered space-frequency codes (MLSFC) schemes is designed
in the research by Freitas W. C. and et al. [12]. MLSFC are derived from com-
binations of Alamouti’s space-frequency code (SFC) with two transmit an-
tennas [54] and spatial multiplexing (SM) [43] to gain the diversity of trans-
mitting in a low-complex scheme. Nsfc is defined as the number of space-
frequency code layers, where each layer is associated with two transmit an-
tennas andNsm is defined as the number of spatial multiplexing layers where
independent data streams are transmitted on each layer with one transmit
antenna. Therefore, the sum of transmit antennas in MLSFC is M = 2Nsfc +
Nsm. There are two example cases as follows [12]:

1. (Nsfc, Nsm) = (1, 0): pure Alamouti’s SFC

s(i) = [s1(i), s2(i)],

X(s(i)) =

[
s1(i) s2(i)
−s∗2(i) s∗1(i)

]
.

2. (Nsfc, Nsm) = (1, 2): 1 SFC layer + 2 SM layers

s(i) = [s1(i), s2(i), s3(i), s4(i), s5(i), s6(i)],

X(s(i)) =

[
s1(i) s2(i) s3(i) s4(i)
−s∗2(i) s∗1(i) s5(i) s6(i)

]
.
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Assume that, no matter which number of Nsfc and Nsm are chosen, both
conventional LCP (P = 1) and extended LCP (P > 1) are considered. [12]

2.2.4 PARAFAC Formulation

CANDECOMP/PARAFAC (CP) decomposition can be used here for pro-
cessing the received tensor model data [31], [88]. And considering the set-
tings in the research by Walter C. at el. in [12], the received data matri-
ces {Y(1), . . . ,Y(P )} with size K × J can be formed in a three-way tenor
Y ∈ CK×J×P with the dimensions are given by (Walter C. et al. Springer
Science+ Business Media New York 2013):

• K : number of receive antennas;

• J = IF : number of time-slots × number of sub-carriers;

• P : number of precoded OFDM symbols.

According to the (2.33) introduced in sub-subsection 2.1.5.1, each element
yk,j,p of this three-dimension tenor possesses a PARAFAC decomposition in
the absence of noise as follow:

yk,j,p =
M∑
m=1

ak,mxj,mcp,m, (2.58)

The K size dimension stands for spatial diversity, and the J size dimension
provides the time-domain diversity, and the P size dimension achieves the
frequency-domain diversity, as demonstrated in Fig. 2.16.

FIGURE 2.16: Illustration of received Y tensor model in diver-
sity space (Modified from [102]).

where yk,j,p(k = 1, ..., K, j = 1, ..., J, p = 1, ..., P ) is an element from receive
tensor model Y .

And the elements ak,m, xj,m, cp,m (m = 1, ...,M ) are respectively from fac-
tor matrices A = 1√

M
HΘ ∈ CK×M , X(s) ∈ CJ×M , and C ∈ CP×M . Thus,

according to (2.40), the equation (2.58) can also be represented in terms of
n-mode products as follow:

Y = I ×1 A×2 X ×3 C, (2.59)
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In line with the model in [12], where Y denotes the received data ten-
sor and I ∈ CM×M×M is the identity tensor. The diagonal elements, whose
indices are same, are equal to 1 and the other elements are 0.

According to the definition 11 introduced in sub-subsection 2.1.5.1, (2.59)
can be rewrite in matrix from by n-mode unfolding way as follows:

Y (1) = AI(1)[X ⊗C]T. (2.60)

Y (2) = XI(2)[C ⊗A]T. (2.61)

Y (3) = CI(3)[A⊗X]T. (2.62)

According to Kruskal’s condition [103], in (2.58), matrices A, C and X(s)
have full k-rank, thus it needs to be satisfied as follow:

min(K,M) + min(J,M) + min(P,M) ≥ 2M + 2, (2.63)

this is a sufficient condition for achieving uniqueness of the PARAFAC model
(2.58).

A diversity gain with the trade-off between space, frequency and time
diversities from the proposed system for estimating data symbol and blind
or semi-blind channel can be obtained with above condition. Namely, when
the condition (2.63) is satisfied, the goal of identifying transmitted symbol
and channel matrices semi-blindly or blindly from the received signal tensor
can be accomplished.

Due to J = IF , thus according to the work from Andreas Fischer, et
al. [104], [12] some applicable inferences from condition (2.63) are given as
follows (Walter C. et al. Springer Science+ Business Media New York 2013):

• For IF ≥ M and P ≥ M , blind symbol-channel can be recovered with
K ≥ 2 receive antennas [12];

• For K ≥ M and IF ≥ M , blind symbol-channel can be recovered by
precoding across P ≥ 2 OFDM symbols [12];

• For K ≥M and P ≥M , there can be two situations [12]:

– If I = 1, blind symbol-channel can be recovered by coding across
F ≥ 2 sub-carriers;

– If F = 1 (SFC is not used) blind symbol-channel recovery can be
recovered by collecting I ≥ 2 time-slots.

As shown in Fig. 2.17, with mathematical model introduced above, the
information symbol can be processed by LCP and OFDM modulation and
then transmitted through MIMO system. At the receiver, the channel matrix
H and the information symbol vector s can be detected and reconstructed by
the schemes that are presented in the next chapter.
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FIGURE 2.17: Simplified block diagram of system model (Mod-
ified from [75]).

2.3 Solution Formulation

In order to propose the schemes, which are based on factorization of ma-
trix, one factor matrix must be known [34]. Therefore, it is assumed that the
factor LCP matrix C is known at receiver and the goal here is to estimate ma-
trices A and X. Since C is already known, (2.59) can be rewritten in terms of
its third mode unfolding according to (2.62) as follow:

Y (3) = C(A �X)T. (2.64)

According to the work in issue from Walter C. et al. in [12], [34], matrix A
and X can be calculated through the following expression:

A �X = Y (3)T(CT)+. (2.65)

Due to the work by Andre L. F. de Almeida et al. in [12], [34], note that
ai � xi ∈ CKJ×1 can be regarded as the i-th column of A �X ∈ CKJ×M , where
ai ∈ CK×1 stands for the i-th column of A and xi ∈ CJ×1 stands for the i-th
column of X. Therefore, in order to estimate matrices A and X, the process of
finding the each individual i-th column of A�X can be repeated forM times.
Besides, in every process a vector ai and xi from the i-th column of A � X
can be obtained, then they can be combined together to estimate matrices A
and X. Hence the main goal can be stated as to find ai and xi to get vector
ai � xi. [12]

The process is assumed in the noiseless environment, the vector (A �X)i
is reshaped into a matrix F(i) ∈ CJ×K by the applying unvec operator as fol-
low [33], [34]:

F(i) = unvec
J×K

(A �X)i = xi · aT
i

= [a
(i)
1 xi, a

(i)
2 xi, . . . , a

(i)
K xi]. (2.66)
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In order to apply the traditional scheme Alternating Least Squares (ALS)
for a new proposed iterative ALS-based scheme. The ALS for blind receiver
can be operated without knowledge of the LCP matrix C. The equation (2.59)
can be rewritten in terms of its first and second mode unfolding according
to (2.34), (2.35) as follows:

Y (1) = A(X �C)T. (2.67)

Y (2) = X(C �A)T. (2.68)

Due to above two equations, the matrix A and matrix X can be directly
estimated by least square or alternating least square algorithms.
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Chapter 3

Blind Receivers

Channel state information (CSI) is assumed to be unknown at the receiver.
The goal is to recover the transmitted symbol sequence s(i) by estimating ma-
trix X and the channel matrix H by estimating matrix A jointly and blindly,
in line with A = 1√

M
HΘ ∈ CK×M . The semi-blind receiver is designed to fin-

ish the assignments by using five new proposed low complexity algorithm
schemes.

3.1 State-of-the-Art schemes

Firstly, three existent blind or semi-blind receivers, one based on the clas-
sical alternating least squares (ALS) algorithm [31], which is an iterative ap-
proach, one based on state-of-the-art least squares Khatri-Rao factorization
(LSKRF) algorithm and another one based on the Average Vector and Hadamard
Ratio Rank One Approximation (AVEH) algorithm are presented. In these
analysis, the LCP matrix C is assumed to be known at the receiver, although
the proposed ALS blind receiver can operate without this knowledge.

Compared with the three state-of-the-art methods, the Alternating Least
Squares (ALS) receiver is iterative, with higher complexity and requires pi-
lot symbols, thus there is loss in transmission efficiency. The least squares
Khatri–Rao factorization (LSKRF) receiver is closed-form, which can obtain a
lower computational complexity for medium-to-high SNR compared to the
ALS-based receiver [29], [12]. However, it has cubic complexity by applying
SVD. The Average Vector and Hadamard Ratio Rank One Approximation
(AVEH) receiver is also closed-form with lower linear complexity compared
with LSKRF receiver. However, its performance limits on the particular sce-
nario [34].

3.1.1 Alternating Least Squares (ALS)

In this scheme, the estimation process in ALS receiver is proposed accord-
ing to the issue from Andre L. F. de Almeida [29]. This scheme can estimate
X and A without the knowledge of the LCP matrix C. The least squares (LS)
estimates of A and X(s) is operated by minimizing the norm of the difference
between the original value and the estimated value, respectively as follows:

JA =
∥∥Y(1) − (X(s) �C)AT

∥∥2
F
, (3.1)
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JX(s) =
∥∥Y(2) − (C �A)XT (s)

∥∥2
F
, (3.2)

And the alternating least squares (ALS) algorithm [32] can be applied as fol-
low:

[Y(1)](p−1)J+p,k
.
= yk,j,p, (3.3)

[Y(2)](k−1)P+k,j
.
= yk,j,p. (3.4)

According to the definition of ’Matrix representations of a tensor’ in sub-
subsection 2.1.5.1, these two matrices include the whole information of the
noiseless K × J × P received signal tensor (K: receive antennas; J : time-
frequency slots; P : OFDM symbol periods) formed in two different ways to
represent a tensor model. Due to (2.37), (2.38), compact matrices Y(1) and
Y(2) can be expressed, respectively, as the following factorizations [23]:

Y(1) =

 Cdiag(X(s)1.)
...

Cdiag(X(s)J.)

AT = (X(s) �C)AT , (3.5)

Y(2) =

 Adiag(C1.)
...

Adiag(CP.)

XT (s) = (C �A)XT (s). (3.6)

(3.7)

The algorithm is summarized as follows:
ALS BASED RECEIVER ALGORITHM [12]

Initialization: Set t = 0; Randomly initialize X̂(s);

(1.1) t = t+ 1;

(1.2) Compute the LS estimate of A by minimizing (3.1) in the LS sense:

ÂT (t) = (X̂(s)(t− 1) �C)†Y(1);

(1.3) Compute the LS estimate of X(s) by minimizing (3.2) in the LS sense:

X̂(s)T (t) = (C � Â(t))†Y(2);

(1.4) Repeat steps (1.1)-(1.3) until convergence.

The matrices Â(∞) and X̂(s)(∞) denote as the estimates of the channel
and codeword matrices attained by converging from the ALS algorithm. The
known part of linear constellation precoder Θ ∈ CM×M has full column
rank introduced in sub-subsection 2.1.5.1.10 [85]. Therefore, according to the
unique least squares (LS) estimation, channel matrix Ĥ can be obtained as
follow [12]:
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Ĥ =
[(

X̂(s)(∞) �C
)
Θ
]†

Ȳ(1). (3.8)

Besides, the LS channel estimation must satisfy the condition that the Khatri-
Rao product X̂(s)∞ � C ∈ CJP×M have full column rank with JP ≥ M and
X̂(s) has full column rank [12].

3.1.2 Least Squares Khatri-Rao Factorization (LSKRF)

According the research work from Walter C. et al in [12], because (2.66) is a
rank-one matrix, due to the definition 6 introduced in sub-subsection 2.1.5.2,
the SVD-based rank one approximation can be applied here:

unvec
J×K

(A �X)i = U ·Σ · V H. (3.9)

As a result, the estimation of xi and ai can be respectively presented
through the weighted left dominant singular vector

√
σ1·u1 and the weighted

right dominant singular vector
√
σ1 ·v∗1, where σ1 is the largest singular value,

u1 and v1 are singular vectors corresponding to σ1. In addition, the estima-
tion of the spatial frequencies can not be influenced by the phase ambiguities
due to

√
σ1. [12]

The proposed receiver is summarized as follow:

LSKRF BASED RECEIVER ALGORITHM [12]

Initialization: For i = 1 to M

(1.1) Given Y and C; Compute A �X via (2.65);

(1.2) Pick up the i-th column of A �X which is given by (A �X)i;

(1.3) Use the unvec operator transforming the vector (A �X)i of size KJ × 1
into a matrix of size J ×K as in (2.66);

(1.4) Use the SVD rank-one approximation of unvec J×K(A �X)i according
to (3.9), and obtain x̂i =

√
σ1 · u1 and âi =

√
σ1 · v∗1.

3.1.3 Average Vector and Hadamard Ratio Rank One Approx-
imation (AVEH)

Due to the research put forward by João Paulo et al. in [34], the problem
of estimation at semi-blind receiver can be also solved in a closed-form way
by applying the Average Vector and Hadamard Ratio Rank One Approxima-
tion(AVEH) which refactorizes the LSKRF to the estimation of two original
matrices.
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Because all columns and rows of F(i) in (2.66) are respectively linearly
dependent on xi and ai, by adding all the columns of F(i) and adding all the
rows of F(i) as well, vectors linearly dependent on xi and ai can be estimated
as follows [34]:

K∑
k=1

F
(i)
·k = xi

K∑
k=1

a(i).k, (3.10)

and

J∑
j=1

F
(i)
j· = aTi

J∑
j=1

x(i)j·. (3.11)

Firstly, the average of each vector for each dimension needs to be com-
puted. This can be presented by adding all columns of F(i). With the knowl-
edge of Y and C, an unitary estimation of the i-th column of the symbol
matrix X is given by [34]:

x̂ui =

K∑
k=1

F
(i)
·k∥∥∥∥ K∑

k=1

F
(i)
·k

∥∥∥∥
F

. (3.12)

Same as above, an unitary estimation of the i-th column of the channel
matrix A is given by:

(âui )
T =

J∑
j=1

F
(i)
j·∥∥∥∥ J∑

j=1

F
(i)
j·

∥∥∥∥
F

. (3.13)

In order to estimate the magnitude of the non-unitary vectors âi and x̂i,
firstly, the Hadamard ratio can be applied as follow [34]:

Ψ(i) = F(i) �
[
x̂ui · (âui )T

]
. (3.14)

In accordance with the noiseless case, all elements of the matrix Ψ(i) ∈
CJ×K are equal. Thus, in the presence of noise, the average of all elements of
the matrix can be computed as follow [34]:
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λi =
1

KJ

K∑
k=1

J∑
j=1

ψ
(i)
j,k. (3.15)

Corresponding to the magnitudes, the final estimation of vectors are given
by âi =

√
λiâ

u
i and x̂i =

√
λix̂

u
i .

The proposed receiver is summarized as follow:

AVEH BASED RECEIVER ALGORITHM [34]

Initialization: Given Y and C
For i = 1 to M

(1.1) Compute [A �X] via (2.65);

(1.2) Pick up the i-th column of A �X;

(1.3) Use the unvec operator transforming the vector (A �X)i of size KJ × 1
into the matrix F(i) with size J ×K as in (2.66);

(1.4) Estimate the unitary version of the i-th column of the channel matrix
A,

(âui )
T =

J∑
j=1

F
(i)
j·∥∥∥∥ J∑

j=1

F
(i)
j·

∥∥∥∥
F

;

(1.5) Estimate the unitary version of the i-th column of the symbol matrix X,

x̂ui =

K∑
k=1

F
(i)
·k∥∥∥∥ K∑

k=1

F
(i)
·k

∥∥∥∥
F

;

(1.6) Calculate the magnitude matrix Ψ(i) as shown in (3.14);

(1.7) Compute the magnitude elements λi according to (3.15);

(1.7) Multiply each vector by λi;

(1.8) Finally the vectors âi and x̂i are estimated by:

âi =
√
λiâ

u
i ,

and
x̂i =

√
λix̂

u
i .
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3.2 Proposed Schemes

In this section, five novel MIMO-OFDM schemes are presented for mas-
sive antenna array systems. And the designs of these five different schemes
based on traditional existent state-of-the-art schemes are come up with two
basic main ideas: optimized initialization for iterative algorithm based on
Vector Selection and fast SVD algorithms based on significant speed-ups over
classical method, e.g. using EVD of corresponding square covariance matrix
to take place of directly doing SVD, which can be extremely time-consuming
for the large-scale matrix model, or turning to Randomized method and Vec-
tor Iteration method (Power method), that can offer efficient algorithms com-
pared with traditional SVD. Firstly, the basic idea of the Vector Selection Ini-
tialization (VSI) is reported that the vectors from a related matrix can be se-
lected. It is able to be used as an initialization for iterative approaches. In
subsection 3.2.1.1, the Alternating Least Squares with Vector Selection Initial-
ization (ALSVSI) is presented. In subsection 3.2.1.2, Vector Projection Rank
One Approximation including the Vector Selection Initialization (VPVSI) is
proposed. Besides, another three schemes are on the basis of fast constructing
approximate matrix decomposition approaches combined with rank one ap-
proximation. In subsection 3.2.2.1, the Factorization based on Eigenvalue De-
composition and Vector Projection (FEVP) is proposed. In subsection 3.2.2.2,
the Factorization based on sectional truncated Singular Value Decomposition
and Vector Projection (FsTSVP) is proposed. In subsection 3.2.2.3, the Factor-
ization based on Eigenvalue Decomposition and Vector Projection with Iter-
ation (FEVI) is proposed. Note that in this chapter, the scalar ambiguity is
not taken into account. Therefore, once the scaled matrices of X̂ and Â are
found, they will be normalized in order to compare with the actual X and A.

3.2.1 Vector Selection for Initialization of Iterative Approaches

Since all columns and rows of F(i) in (2.66) are linearly dependent on xi
and ai. It can be seen that in each row of matrix F(i) includes the same ele-
ment from vector xi, and in each column of matrix F(i) has the same element
from vector ai as follow:

F(i) = unvec
J×K

(A �X)i = xi · aT
i

=


xi1ai1 xi1ai2 ... xi1aiK
xi2ai1 xi2ai2 ... xi2aiK
. . .
. . ... .
. . .

xiJai1 xiJai2 ... xiJaiK

 . (3.16)
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Therefore, one of the column and one of the row from F(i) can be simply
and randomly selected out as a robust initialization for respectively estimat-
ing x̂i and â∗i . In this sense, different heuristic algorithms can be proposed to
select one column and one row of F(i). For example, the selection of the row
and the column of F(i) with the greatest norm can be proposed as follows:

x̂i = maxj|F(i)
(:,j)|, (3.17)

âi = maxk|F(i)
(k,:)|. (3.18)

In order to minimize the further computational complexity, another pos-
sible approach is to simply randomly select any column and any row from
F(i) as follows:

x̂i = F
(i)
(:,j), (3.19)

and

âi = (F
(i)
(k,:))

H. (3.20)

Finally, by concatenating all estimated vectors for i = 1, . . . ,M , the esti-
mates for the matrices X̂VS1 and ÂVS1 can be obtained. The selected vectors
or the newly constructed matrices by the permutation of selected vectors can
be refined through iterative approaches, then they can be gradually closer to
the actual vectors or matrices. The Vector Selection approach is applied to ini-
tialization for the iterative schemes or scheme including iteration: ALSVSI,
VPVSI and FEVI.

3.2.1.1 Alternating Least Squares with Vector Selection Initialization (ALSVSI)

In this proposed scheme, the design of processing ALSVSI algorithm is
based on the traditional ALS algorithm, but ALSVSI optimizes ALS by using
initialization chosen by Vector Selection.

Given C and Y , the randomly selected matrices X̂VS1 and ÂVS1 via sub-
section (3.2.1) are taken as initializations X̂[0] and Â[0] for further iterative
process, hence X̂VSI and ÂVSI can be utilized as inputs of the ALS algorithm.

As shown in Fig. 3.1, selected matrices X̂0 with the size of J ×M and Â0

with the size of K ×M can be extracted from a tensorW of size J ×K ×M ,
which is reshaped from matrix A�X with size of KJ ×M in (2.65) as follow:

W = reshape(A �X) ∈ CJ×K×M . (3.21)
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FIGURE 3.1: Diagram of reshaping a matrix to tensor model to
obtain initial matrix.

Then in order to minimize the iterative process in ALS algorithm, X̂0 and
Â0 can be selected randomly from new tensorW as follow:

X̂0 =W(j,: :,m), (3.22)

and

Â0 =W(:,k:,m). (3.23)

In the traditional method, matrix A and X can be estimated through Least
Squares (LS) by minimizing, respectively, the functions are as follows:

JA =
∥∥∥Y (1) − (X �C)AT

∥∥∥2
F
, (3.24)

JX =
∥∥∥Y (2) − (C �A)XT

∥∥∥2
F
. (3.25)

Applying ALS method to estimates A and X via (3.5), (3.6), the tensor Y
can be unfolded into the first and second mode representations according to
the definition 11 introduced in subsection 2.1.5, respectively, as follows:

Y(1) = A(X �C)T, (3.26)

Y(2) = X(C �A)T. (3.27)
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In order to solve (3.26) and (3.27) iteratively. (3.26) and (3.27) are rewritten
in the following fashion:

Â[l]T = (X̂[l−1] �C)+Y(1)T, (3.28)

X̂[l]T = (C � Â[l−1])+Y(2)T, (3.29)

where l indicates the number of the iteration of the Alternating Least Squares
(ALS) algorithm. Note that, in this scheme, the ALS is applied by first initial-
izing (3.27) with X̂[0] = X̂VSI and C in order to compute Â[0]. Then (3.27) can
be initialized with Â[0] = ÂVSI and C in order to estimate X̂[0]. Such iterative
process of replacing X̂[0] with C in (3.28) and Â[0] with C in (3.29) is repeated
until reaching a minimum predefined error level.

The algorithm is summarized as follows:
ALSVSI BASED RECEIVER ALGORITHM

Initialization: Set l = 0; Give C and Y ; Initialize X̂[0] = X̂VSI and Â[0] = ÂVSI

via (3.22), (3.23).

(1.1) l = l + 1;

(1.2) Use the ALS algorithm to compute the estimation of Â:

Â[l]T = (X̂[l−1] �C)+Y (1)T;

(1.3) Use the ALS algorithm to compute the estimation of X̂:

X̂[l]T = (C � Â[l−1])+Y (2)T;

(1.4) Repeat steps (1.1)-(1.3) until convergence;

(1.5) Obtain estimated vectors X̂ = X̂[l] and Â = Â[l].

3.2.1.2 Vector Projection Rank One Approximation including the Vector
Selection Initialization (VPVSI)

In this proposed scheme, VPVSI is devised based on AVEH. This algo-
rithm can be a closed-form scheme and presents linear computational com-
plexity as AVEH, but it fits for the more general scenario and it can be further
refined by adding iterative process.

Similar to the ALSVSI algorithm, because all columns and rows of F(i)

in (2.66) are linearly dependent on xi and ai. As shown in Fig. 3.2, the matrix
A �X with size of KJ ×M in (2.65) can be extended into a three dimensional
tensor model W of size J ×K ×M , same as shown in (3.21 ).
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Then two random matrices X̂0 with the size of J×M and Â0 with the size
of K ×M can be selected from tensor W as in (3.22), (3.23).

In this approach, if iteration is used to refine the estimations, in order
to reduce the further iterative calculative complexity, the initializations are
vectors x̂VSI and âVSI, which can be extractions from matrices X̂0 with J ×M
, and Â0 with K ×M .

So the i-th vectors x̂i and âi are obtained from the columns of X̂0 and Â0

as follows:

x̂i = X̂0(:,j) (3.30)

and

âi = Â0(k,:), (3.31)

where x̂i , âi are both complex-valued vectors.

FIGURE 3.2: Diagram of the vector selection of a matrix from
reshaped tensor model.

Therefore, according to (2.66), the following equation can be expressed by
multiplying â∗i on left:

F(i)â∗i = xi · aT
i â∗i . (3.32)

Note that aT
i â∗i is a scalar that can be removed by normalization. Therefore

x̂i can be expressed as follow:

x̂i =
F(i)â∗i
|aT
i â∗i |2

. (3.33)
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Moreover, by applying the analogous procedure, the vector âi can be es-
timated by multiplying x̂∗i

T on right.

x̂∗i
TF(i) = x̂∗i

Txi · aT
i . (3.34)

Note that x̂∗i
Txi is a scalar that can be removed by normalization. There-

fore, âi can be expressed in the following fashion:

âi =
F(i)Hx̂∗i
|xT
i x̂∗i |2

. (3.35)

Equations (3.33) and (3.34) can be iterated based on a certain amount
of iteration or based on some minimum variation to be predefined. Con-
sequently, the accuracy of estimation can be optimized through a certain
amount of iterations.

The proposed receiver is summarized as follow:

VPVSI BASED RECEIVER ALGORITHM

Initialization: Set l = 0; Give C and Y ; Use Vector Selection to initialize x̂VSI =
x̂
[0]
i and âVSI = â

[0]
i via (3.30), (3.31);

(1.1) l = l + 1;

(1.2) For i = 1 to M

(1.3) According to (3.33), (3.35), estimate

x̂
[l]
i =

F(i)â∗i
[l−1]

|aT
i
[l−1]

â∗i
[l−1]|2

and

â
[l]
i =

F(i)Hx̂
[l−1]
i

|xT
i
[l−1]

x̂∗i
[l−1]|2

via (3.32), (3.34);

(1.4) Repeat steps (1.2)-(1.3) until convergence;

(1.5) Obtain x̂i = x̂
[l]
i and âi = â

[l]
i .

3.2.2 Fast Constructing Approximate Matrix Decomposition
Approaches

The state-of-the-art closed-form scheme Least Squares Khatri-Rao Factor-
ization (LSKRF) can be applied to estimate the remaining factor matrices and
can present a lower computational complexity, compared to the iterative ALS
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receiver [12]. However, the LSKRF leads to a cubic computational complex-
ity, hence there is still some space to improve the complexity. According to
the work from Gene H. Golub and Charles F. Van Loan, a m×n matrix A, i.e.
[U,S,V]=svd(A), can cost O(m2n+mn2 + n3) time [105]. Thus, if the system
is massive MIMO with large numbers of transmitting and receiving antennas
transmitting a big size block data, as the size of matrix increases remarkably,
the complexity of SVD can rise rapidly as well.

Therefore, in order to speed up the operation for matrix decomposition
and meanwhile to guarantee the accuracy, in this subsection three novel schemes
respectively based on the relationship between SVD and EVD, Randomized
methods for computing truncated singular value decomposition and Vector
Iteration method (Power method) for computing the largest eigenvalue are
demonstrated, which are effective solutions for optimizing the complexity in
LSKRF.

In this subsection three are low complexity schemes. The first scheme is
called Factorization based on Eigenvalue Decomposition and Vector Projec-
tion (FEVP) based on the connection between SVD and related EVD, through
which a O(n3) complexity can be achieved. The second scheme is Factor-
ization based on sectional truncated Singular Value Decomposition and Vec-
tor Projection (FsTSVP) that refactorize the singular value decomposition for
a large size matrix into truncated SVD for a smaller matrix, which takes
the use of Randomized method for the low-rank approximation of matri-
ces [106] to reduce the time-consuming instead doing SVD for the whole ma-
trix [107]. The operation of Randomized method is to process a truncated sin-
gular value decomposition ofm×k matrix or k×nmatrix, which is randomly
constructed as an approximate basis form×nmatrix, where k is≤ min(m,n),
this method is with an approximate complexity of O(k2(m + n)). The last
scheme is Factorization based on Eigenvalue Decomposition and Vector Pro-
jection with Iteration (FEVI), which also refactorizes the SVD for a large size
matrix into EVD for corresponded covariance matrix in a smaller size. Fur-
thermore, it takes use of the Vector Iteration (Power method), which is an
alternative method for approximating to find the largest eigenvalues with
its related eigenvector. This Vector Iteration method with O(n2) operations
in every iteration is more efficient than other methods to find the dominant
eigenvector [108], [109]. In contrast to closed-form LSKRF scheme, lower
computational complexity for a more general scenario can be gained.

3.2.2.1 Factorization based on Eigenvalue Decomposition and Vector Pro-
jection (FEVP)

In this scheme, considering that the connection of transformation between
SVD and EVD, the singular value and singular vector from SVD of m × n
matrix also can be acquired through doing EVD of n × n related square ma-
trix or m ×m related square matrix. The benefit of reducing the complexity
depends on choosing the smaller size of matrix dimension to construct the
square matrix to do EVD. According to [110], [98], applying EVD to a smaller
size square matrix instead of directly applying SVD to the whole original big
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size matrix to calculate the eigenvector related to the largest eigenvalue is an
efficient algorithm for wide data sets or massive antennas array.

When one dimension of the matrix is much smaller than another one, the
computational complexity of FEVP scheme can be lower than the-state-of-
the-art LSKRF scheme.

In Fig. 3.3, it can be seen that the matrix F(i) has size of J × K and in a
case of massive MIMO, where K >> J (it is also appropriate for J >> K).
Therefore, by computing the SVD based Rank One approximation of F(i),
K + J vectors, while J vectors are of size J and the other K vectors are of
size K. Since K >> J , the computation of K vectors can be very demanding
in terms of memory and processing.

FIGURE 3.3: Diagram of the transformation between SVD and
EVD.

Therefore, it is proposed to compute the following covariance matrix firstly:

Rff = F(i)F(i)H, (3.36)

where Rff ∈ CJ×J . So J by K matrix F(i) is taken placed by a J by J square
matrix Rff .

By applying the eigenvalue decomposition for Rff , a related square co-
variance matrix Rff can be obtained that:

Rff = E ·Σ2 · EH, (3.37)

where E contains the eigenvectors e1, e2, ... and the main diagonal of Σ
contains the eigenvalues on the descending order, i.e. σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ . . .. There-
fore, due to the definition 5 introduced in sub-subsection 2.1.5.2, F(i) = U ·
Σ ·V H has the connection of transformation with F(i)F(i)H = U ·Σ2 ·UH. And
according to the idea of Rank One approximation mentioned in section 3.1.2,
because (2.66) is a rank-one matrix, the eigenvector e1 corresponds to the
eigenvalue σ1, which can be taken as the weighted left dominant singular
vector corresponding to the largest singular value in the SVD of F(i). As a
result, the vector x̂i can be estimated similar to LSKRF algorithm as follow:
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x̂i =
√
σ1 · e1. (3.38)

Finally, an unitary vector âi of i-th column of channel matrix A can be
estimated by projecting matrix F(i) onto x̂H

i and normalized by |x̂H
i F(i)| as

âui =
x̂H
i F(i)

|x̂H
i F(i)|

=

√
σ1 · e1

HF(i)

|√σ1 · e1
HF(i)|

. (3.39)

The proposed receiver is summarized as follow:

FEVP BASED RECEIVER ALGORITHM

Initialization: For i = 1 to M

(1.1) If matrix F(i) is size of J × K and J ≤ K, calculate the related square
covariance matrix Rff ∈ CJ×J via (3.36) ;

(1.2) Obtain Rff = E ·Σ2 · EH via (2.45);

(1.3) Apply rank-one and (2.48) , according to (3.9), obtain the weighted
right dominant singular vector

√
σ1 · e1 to estimate x̂i =

√
σ1 · e1;

(1.4) Finally, similar to (3.35), estimate âui =
x̂H
i F

(i)

|x̂H
i F

(i)| .

3.2.2.2 Factorization based on sectional Truncated Singular Value Decom-
position and Vector Projection (FsTSVP)

There are different algorithms for processing the SVD in an efficient way
and here the idea of processing FsTSVP algorithm is to focus on the approx-
imation by using the low-rank matrix approximation to compute SVD on a
related matrix with dominantly partial rank instead of on the original matrix,
which is a novel randomized matrix approximation technique developed in
”Finding structure with randomness: Probabilistic algorithms for construct-
ing approximate matrix decompositions”, (Nathan Halko, Per-Gunnar Mar-
tinsson and Joel A. Tropp. 2009) [100]. A truncated versions of factorization
can help matrix to be stored inexpensively and to be multiplied rapidly [107].

According to [107], the Randomized method is proceeded in two main
steps. Briefly, it is assumed a j×k matrix F, the first step is using randomized
techniques to calculate an initial matrix to the range of F. Namely, a matrix
Q can be found, which need have l orthonormal columns, where l is smaller
than j and k. And then, since F ≈ QQTF = Q(S ·Σ ·VH), the SVD of F can
be approximated as F ≈ Û ·Σ ·VH, where Û = QS. However, the process of
seeking matrix Q can expend computational load. In order to optimize this
step, one way inspired by Vector Selection can be used that the randomized
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matrix Q Randomized method can be chosen according to the known matrix
F.

N. Halko and et al. worked out general steps for doing Randomized al-
gorithm [107]
Goal : Give an j × k matrix F, compute an approximate rank one SVD F ≈
U ·Σ ·VH

(1.1) Find a k × l Gaussian random matrix A;

(1.2) Form a j × l sample matrix Y = FA;

(1.3) Form a matrix Q whose columns consist of an orthonormal basis for the
range of Y;

(1.4) Construct a l × k matrix B = QHF;

(1.5) Compute the SVD of the smaller related matrix B: B = U ·Σ ·VH;

(1.6) Get the left singular vectors matrix by Û = QU;

Therefore, the scheme FsTSVP can be proposed referring to above idea.
Firstly, as shown in Fig. 3.4, in order to save the computational demand-

ing in terms of memory and processing from operating J ×K matrix F(i), a
smaller dimension can be taken from the size J ×K. Assumed that K >> J ,
therefore, a step size L (L < J) will be chosen to divide the J size dimension
into T times ( T = floor(J/L) ) to take sectional matrices A(t) with the size of
L × K from matrix F(i). And then instead of drawing a random matrix for
truncated SVD for Randomized method, the sectional L×K matrix A(t) can
be respectively as an initial matrix for the further SVD processing.

According to general Randomized method [111], firstly it is proposed to
compute sample matrix Yt with size of J ×L by matrix F(i) projecting to the
initial matrix A(t):

Yt = F(i)AH
(t) ∈ CJ×L. (3.40)

Next, an orthonormal matrix Qt with size of J×L as an approximate basis
is proposed to compute, where the columns of Qt form an orthonormal-basis
for the range of Yt and Yt ≈ (QtQt

H)Yt.
Next, matrix F(i) is projected to matrix Qt

H to get a new matrix Bt as
follow:

Bt = Qt
HF(i) ∈ CL×J , (3.41)

The above equation 3.41 can yield the low-rank factorization to operate
SVD for the smaller size matrix Bt:
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FIGURE 3.4: Truncated SVD for each modified sectional matrix.

Bt = Ut ·Σt ·Vt
H . (3.42)

Where Vt is K × K. Therefore, a new matrix W ∈ CK×T can be con-
structed through taking the right singular vector corresponding to the largest
singular value from SVD of each matrix Bt. And the vector v(t) ( t = 1, 2, 3...T )
is with size of K × 1 as the columns of W shown in Fig. 3.5.

W = [v(1),v(2), ...,v(T )].

Since T � K, for saving more computation, the further processing can be
done based on the essential idea in FEVP scheme, thus a covariance matrix
can be calculated as follow:

R = WWH, (3.43)

where R ∈ CT×T .
Then the eigenvalue decomposition of R is operated as follow:

R = E ·Σ2 · EH, (3.44)

where E contains the eigenvectors e1, e2, ... and the main diagonal of Σ
contains the eigenvalues on the descending order, i.e. σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ . . .. There-
fore, e1 corresponding to rank one approximation, the estimate of unitary
vector âi ∈ CK×1 of the i-th column of the channel matrix A is given by:

âui =
We1

|We1|
. (3.45)
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Finally, an unitary vector x̂i ∈ CJ×1 of the i-th column of the symbol
matrix X can be estimated by projecting matrix F(i) onto âi as:

x̂ui =
F(i)âi
|F(i)âi|

. (3.46)

FIGURE 3.5: EVD for reconstructed matrix.
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The proposed receiver is summarized as follow:

FSTSVP BASED RECEIVER ALGORITHM

Initialization: For i = 1 to M

(1.1) If matrix F(i) is size of J×K and J ≤ K, then set a step size of L (L < J),
hence T = floor(J/L);

(1.2) For t = 1 to T

(1.3) Take the number of step size L rows from matrix F(i) to construct the
t-th sectional matrix A(t) of size L×K as the initial matrix for truncated
SVD Randomized algorithm;

(1.4) Form a sample matrix Yt = F(i)AH
(t) ∈ CJ×L ;

(1.5) Compute an orthonormal matrix Qt, s.t. Yt = QtQt
HYt ;

(1.6) Form the smaller matrix B = QHF(i) ∈ CL×K ;

(1.7) Factor the small matrix Bt = Ut ·Σt ·Vt
H ;

(1.8) Construct a matrix W ∈ CK×T by taking the right singular vector v(t)

(t = 1, 2, 3...T ) from each sectional matrix, corresponding to the largest
singular value from svd(Bt) as its column W = [v(1),v(2), ...,v(T )];

(1.9) End loop ;

(2.0) Calculate the covariance matrix R = WWH ∈ CT×T ;

(2.1) Apply EVD to R; Obtain e1 ∈ CT×1 corresponding to the largest eigen-
value σ1 of R to estimate of âi ∈ CK×1;

(2.2) Obtain the estimated vector âui ∈ CK×1 :

âui =
We1

|We1|
,

similarly to (3.39), estimated vector x̂ui ∈ CJ×1 is given by:

x̂ui =
F(i)âi
|F(i)âi|

.
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3.2.2.3 Factorization based on Eigenvalue Decomposition and Vector Pro-
jection with Vector Iteration (FEVI)

According to Rayleigh quotient [112], [113] and the condition for conver-
gence of Vector Iteration method (Power method), an iterative approach can
be modified to approximate the largest eigenvalues and related eigenvector
of a matrix effectively through selecting a vector from a known related matrix
as the initialization to lessen the iterations.

The essential way to operate Vector Iteration method for finding eigenval-
ues according to the work from Gene H. Golub and Charles F. Van Loan [114]
is uncomplicated. If matrix A is n × n and Ax = λx, n eigenvectors x and
n eigenvalues λ can be approximated by Vector Iteration method (Power
method): Given an arbitrary initial vector x0 of size n × 1, a loop starts with
xi+1 = Axi and λi+1 = |xi+1|, and then xi+1 = xi+1/λi+1 until converging to
the largest eigenvalue and related eigenvector xi+1 = Axi

|Axi| and λi+1 = |Axi|.
Consequently, the scheme FEVI is proposed based on above algorithm.

This scheme is appropriate for K ≥ J or K < J both situations same
as FEVP and FsTSVP schemes, it can also work in a MIMO-OFDM system
with massive antennas by using novel algorithm to reduce the computational
process, through which the smaller dimensionality from matrix F(i) can be
chosen to construct the related square covariance matrix. It uses advantage of
essential idea from Vector selection to optimize the iterative process in Vector
Iteration method and uses rank one approximation to do the final estimations
for xi and then uses the computation of projection to get ai.

Assumed that K >> J and in order to get the dominant singular vector
and singular value of matrix F(i) for estimating vector xi, firstly, a covariance
matrix Rff taking the smaller size of dimensionality from the matrix F(i) will
be set up, which is taken as a related square matrix to calculate the EVD
for obtaining the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue. The
covariance matrix Rff is as follow:

Rff = F(i)F(i)H, (3.47)

where Rff ∈ CJ×J .
Then, an initial vector x0 ∈ F(i) needs to be chosen as the initiative pro-

jecting vector for Vector Iteration method algorithm. Since all columns of
F(i) in (2.66) are linearly dependent on xi. In order to minimize the further
iterative computation in Vector Iteration method, due to the idea of Vector
Selection, a vector as initialization can be randomly selected from any col-
umn of F(i) like that xVSI = F

(i)
(:,j). For example, here the first column of F(i) is

taken as an arbitrary initial vector x[0] as follow:

x[0] = F
(i)
(:,1). (3.48)

Next, the Vector Iteration method can be applied to estimate the dominant
eigenvalue and the related eigenvector from eigenvalue decomposition of
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Rff = F(i)F(i)H = E ·Σ2 · EH.
Since the vector sequence (x[k])

∞
k=0 is defined by:

x[k] := Rffx
[k−1], k = 1, 2, ... (3.49)

Clearly,

x[k] := R
[k]
ffx

[0], (3.50)

Where k indicates the number of the iteration to a satisfied convergence
criterion [97]. Assumed that the x[k] converges to an eigenvector e1 = x[k]

associated with the eigenvalue of the largest magnitude σ1 = |x[k]|.
Hence with the estimated largest eigenvalue σ1 and corresponding eigen-

vector e1 for F(i)F(i)H = E ·Σ2 ·EH, similar to FEVP scheme, finally the vector
x̂i can be expressed same as (3.38) as follow:

x̂i =
√
σ1 · e1, (3.51)

and the unitary vector âi of i-th column of channel matrix A, same as (3.39)
can be estimated as:

âui =
x̂H
i F(i)

|x̂H
i F(i)|

=

√
σ1 · e1

HF(i)

|√σ1 · e1
HF(i)|

. (3.52)

In practice, x[k] may either underflow (if ‖Rff‖ < 1) or overflow (if ‖Rff‖ >
1) for large k. Thus, a normalization step is usually added to (3.49) .

The proposed receiver is summarized as follow:
FEVI BASED RECEIVER ALGORITHM

Initialization: For i = 1 to M

(1.1) If matrix F(i) is the size of J by K, and J ≤ K; Choose a starting
vector x[0] = F

(i)
(:,1) with |x[0]| = 1; Calculate the covariance matrix

Rff = F(i)F(i)H ∈ CJ×J ;

(1.2) Set k = 0, Use Vector Initialization Method (Power Method) to esti-
mate the dominant eigenvalue and the related eigenvector;

(1.3) repeat,

(1.4) k := k + 1;

(1.5) y[k] := Rffx
[k−1];

(1.6) µk := |y[k]|;

(1.7) x[k] := y[k]/µk;
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(1.8) until a convergence criterion is satisfied;

(1.9) Thus the eigenvector associated with the largest eigenvalue σ1 = |x[k]|
is x[k]. Apply the EVD for rank one approximation similarly to (3.38),
the vector x̂i can be estimated as:

x̂i =
√
σ1 · e1,

and the vector âui similar to (3.39) can be estimated as:

âui =
x̂H
i F(i)

|x̂H
i F(i)|

=

√
σ1 · e1

HF(i)

|√σ1 · e1
HF(i)|

.
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Chapter 4

Simulation Results

The simulation methods by Andre L. F. de Almeida et al. for proposing
LSKRF scheme in [12] are used for reference in this chapter, in order to ap-
praise the five proposed schemes, simulation results by means of figures of
merit consider average bit-error-rate (BER), normalized median square error
(NMSE) of the estimated channel and mean processing time are exposited.
Each simulation result represents an average based on at least 1000 Monte
Carlo runs. The transmitted symbols in each run are coded by PSK modu-
lation (also can be modulated by QAM). The additive noise power is gener-
ated according to the prescribed signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) value given by
SNR = 10log10(‖Y

′‖2F/‖V′‖2F ).
The NMSE of the estimated channel is defined as follow:

NMSE(H) =
1

NMC

NMC∑
l=1

∥∥∥Ĥ(l)−H
∥∥∥2
F

‖H‖2F
,

where Ĥ(l) denotes the channel matrix estimated at convergence of the l-th
run, and NMC denotes the number of Monte Carlo runs [12].

In these simulations, input parameters are K = 200 (number of receive
antennas); M = 2 × Nstc + Nsm (number of transmit antennas) and Nstc = 1
(number of space-time code layers), Nsm = 2 (number of spatial multiplexing
layers); N = 40 (number of data blocks / number of collected codewords);
I = 1 (number of time-slots ); J = I · N (number of time-slots×number of
sub-carriers); P = 5 (number of precoded OFDM symbols / length of the
extended LCP window). Four situations are assumed as follows:

(1) Simulate with the variable range of SNR from −20dB to −10dB;

(2) Considering in one time-slot, simulate with fixed SNR= −15dB and
with the variable range of K ×N from 1000 to 8000, K > N ;

(3) Simulate with fixed SNR= −17dB and changing the number of itera-
tion from 10 to 60 to compare with the performance of iterative receiver
schemes of ALS, ALSVSI, VPVSI and FEVI;

(4) Simulate with 1, 5, 20 time iteration respectively in ALS, ALSVSI , VPVSI
and FEVI with the variable range of SNR from −20dB to −10dB;
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All situations are considered on MLSFC scheme (introduced in subsection 2.2.3).
Furthermore, a complex-valued offset channel and complex-value symbol
data are assumed in all four simulation conditions.

4.1 For Different SNR Regimes

In Figure 4.1, it represents the BER vs SNR (dB) performance of seven
receiver schemes. It can be seen that as the increase of SNR, BER of all re-
ceivers falls down, because the power of the signal is bigger than the power
of noise, the desired signal is easier to be detected. As SNR increases, FEVP
receiver can achieve the lowest BER. Comparably, the ALSVSI receiver and
FsTSVP receiver can also achieve a bit lower BER than LSKRF. The curves of
VPVSI receiver with 20-time iterations and FEVI with same iterations com-
pared with LSKRF receiver overlaps very nearly and are much better than the
curve of ALS with 5-time iterations. Obviously, the performance of ALSVSI
with 5-time iterations in BER compared to the traditional receiver ALS (also
with 5-time iterations) is significantly better.

In Figure 4.2, it interprets the NMSE of the channel estimation vs SNR
(dB) performance of seven receiver schemes. All curves except for FEVI
with 20-time iterations, decrease almost linearly and nearly. LSKRF, FEVP,
FsTSVP and VPVSI perform almost same. ALSVSI and FsEVP possess a lit-
tle bit better performance than ALS. Remarkably, FEVI has a distinct lower
NMSE from −20dB to −16dB.

In Figure 4.3, it shows the mean time processing in seconds vs SNR (dB)
performance of seven receiver schemes. Due to the cubic complexity from
the calculation of SVD, LSKRF receiver processes the longest time compared
to others. Obviously, FEVI receiver with 20-time iterations dominates the
best performance in mean time processing than others, which shows the ad-
vantage of using Vector Iteration method to compute the decomposition of
matrix in a fast way. Because of ALS and ALSVSI receivers With a small
number of iterations, they have the same time consume as the closed-form
FsTSVP receiver. And VPVSI receiver with 20-time iterations spends almost
same processing time as closed-form FEVP, even a little bit less time than
FEVP.

In Figure 4.4, it represents the BER vs SNR (dB) performance of seven
receiver schemes, where the receivers in iterative schemes increase to 20-
time iterations. ALSVSI receiver still performs better than traditional ALS
and both of them outperform others. As the SNR increases, FEVP receiver
and FsTSVP receiver have a lower BER than LSKRF receiver. The curves of
closed-form LSKRF and iterative-form receivers of VPVSI and FEVI overlap
nearly.

In Figure 4.5, it interprets the NMSE of the channel estimation vs SNR
(dB) performance of seven receiver schemes, where the receivers in iterative
schemes are with 20-time iterations. ALS, LSKRF, ALSVSI, VPVSI, FEVP and
FsTSVP perform almost same. Except that, the curve of FEVI is beneath all
others when SNR is lower than −16dB.
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In Figure 4.6, it shows the mean time processing in seconds vs SNR (dB)
performance of seven receiver schemes, where the receivers in iterative schemes
are with 20-time iterations. Except for ALS and ALSVSI, which both take the
largest time than others, VPVSI, FEVP, FsTSVP and FEVI all spend less time
than LSKRF. Especially, the FEVI receiver needs the least processing time.

4.2 For Different Configurations of the MIMO-OFDM
System

In Figure 4.7, it represents the BER vs K × N performance of seven re-
ceiver schemes. As the increase of K ×N , the curves of all descend linearly,
which can be taken as a function of the Q = K × N level. ALSVSI performs
better than other receivers, where the iteration with initialization optimized
by using Vector Selection provides a gradual improvement in the estimation
process.

In Figure 4.8, it interprets the NMSE of the channel estimation vs K × N
performance of seven receiver schemes. As the increase of K × N , curves
of all descend slowly, almost same as LSKRF. The curve of FEVI falls also
slightly but is lower than other curves in the range of K ×N under 5500.

In Figure 4.9, it shows the mean time processing in seconds vs K × N
performance of seven receiver schemes. As the increase of K × N , LSKRF
consumes the largest time compared to others, because of the cubic com-
plexity of running SVD with increasing size of processed matrix. However
under the around 5600 number ofK×N , ALS and ALSVSI receivers with 10-
time iterations even take longer processing time than LSKRF receiver. ALS
and ALSVSI receivers need nearly same amount of time. VPVSI receiver has
comparable processing time but a bit less than FEVI, both of them are with
20-time iterations. The mean processing time of the ALS, ALSVSI and VPVSI
receivers depend on the number of iterations, i.e. if more iterations are re-
quired to obtain a better accuracy for the ALS, ALSVSI, VPVSI and FEVI,
hence the processing time of the algorithm increases as well. However, the
mean processing time of closed-form LSKRF, FEVP and FsTSVP receivers is
almost constant since its performance does not depend on the number of
iterations but is affected by the size of received signal matrix [12]. FEVP per-
forms better than FsTSVP in this situation. However, the iterative receiver
VPVSI has an outstanding performance in mean processing time in this situ-
ation, it needs the least time than others.

4.3 Evaluation of the Iterative Approaches by Vary-
ing the Amount of Iterations

In Figure 4.10, it represents the BER vs number of iteration performance
of four iterative proposed schemes of their receivers. It can be seen that
the curves of all iterative receivers decrease dramatically from 10-time iter-
ations to 20-time iterations, and after 20-time iterations, all curves fluctuate
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slightly. The curve of FEVI receiver is above others in any number of itera-
tions, and the curve of VPVSI is proximately under FEVI. The curves of ALS
and ALSVSI are close, and the curve of ALSVSI beneath others.

In Figure 4.11, it interprets the NMSE of the channel estimation vs number
of iteration performance of four iterative proposed schemes of their receivers.
Remarkably, the curve of FEVI rises from 10-time iterations to 55-time itera-
tions and then reaches a peak in 55-time iterations. Nevertheless, the curve
of FEVI throughout is bellow the other curves. The curves of ALS, ALSVSI,
and VPVSI fluctuate slightly around from 2.4 to 2.8.

In Figure 4.12, it shows the mean time processing in seconds vs number of
iteration performance of four iterative proposed schemes of their receivers.
VPVSI and FEVI have steady mean time processing even as the number of it-
eration increasing. However, the curves of ALS and ALSVSI go up gradually
as the increase of the number of iteration.

4.4 Comparisons between 1, 5, 20 Time Iterations

In Figure 4.13, it represents the BER vs SNR (dB) performance of four it-
erative proposed schemes of their receivers with 1, 5, 20 time iterations com-
pared with closed-form LSKRF. All the receivers here, except closed-form
LSKF, can obtain higher accuracy with more iterations. The overall effect
of this simulation result is that ALSVSI scheme has better performance than
other schemes with same number of iteration. ALS and ALSVSI receiver both
with 20-time iterations reflect better results than LSKRF receiver. And FEVI
with rank one approximation method as LSKRF and besides Vector Iterations
method including 20-time iterations to speed up the rank one approximation
processing achieves a close performance as LSKRF receiver. And VPVSI re-
ceiver with initialization from Vector Selection in 20-time iterations process-
ing can perform a little bit better than LSKRF. ALSVSI and VPVSI with only
one iteration have almost same curves as ALS with 5-time iterations. ALS
and FEVI with only one iteration possess no superiority compared to others.

In Figure 4.14, it interprets the NMSE of the channel estimation vs SNR
(dB) performance of four iterative proposed schemes of their receivers with
1, 5, 20 time iterations compared with closed-form LSKRF. It is obvious that
FEVI performs outstanding with different time of iteration. When the iter-
ations are bigger than one, all receivers perform almost same and all linear
decrease slightly. However as the time of iteration increase, the performance
of FEVI even becomes a little bit worse.

In Figure 4.15, it shows the mean time processing in seconds vs SNR (dB)
performance of four iterative proposed schemes of their receivers with 1, 5, 20
time iterations compared with closed-form LSKRF. It can be seen that in this
simulation situation FEVI and VPVSI need less processing time than LSKRF.
Only when the iteration of ALSVSI and ALS is 20, these two receivers take
longer processing time than LSKRF, ALSVSI with less than 20-time iterations
spends less time than LSKRF. FEVI receiver consumes relatively less process-
ing time. However, VPVSI with even 20 iterations needs almost same time
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as FEVI with only one iteration. VPVSI with one iteration needs the least
processing time compared to others.
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FIGURE 4.1: BER vs. SNR, complex-valued channel data and
complex-valued symbol data generating for K = 200, M =
2 · Nstc + Nsm, Nstc = 1, Nsm = 2, N = 40, J = 1 · N , P = 5

MIMO-OFDM system considered MLSFC.
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FIGURE 4.2: Channel estimation NMSE vs. SNR, complex-
valued channel data and complex-valued symbol data gener-
ating for K = 200, M = 2 · Nstc + Nsm, Nstc = 1, Nsm = 2,
N = 40, J = 1 · N , P = 5 MIMO-OFDM system considered

MLSFC.
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FIGURE 4.3: Mean Time Processing vs. SNR, complex-valued
channel data and complex-valued symbol data generating for
K = 200, M = 2 · Nstc + Nsm, Nstc = 1, Nsm = 2, N = 40,
J = 1 ·N , P = 5 MIMO-OFDM system considered MLSFC.
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FIGURE 4.4: BER vs. SNR, complex-valued channel data and
complex-valued symbol data generating for K = 200, M =
2 · Nstc + Nsm, Nstc = 1, Nsm = 2, N = 40, J = 1 · N , P = 5

MIMO-OFDM system considered MLSFC.
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FIGURE 4.5: Channel estimation NMSE vs. SNR, complex-
valued channel data and complex-valued symbol data gener-
ating for K = 200, M = 2 · Nstc + Nsm, Nstc = 1, Nsm = 2,
N = 40, J = 1 · N , P = 5 MIMO-OFDM system considered

MLSFC.
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FIGURE 4.6: Mean Time Processing vs. SNR, complex-valued
channel data and complex-valued symbol data generating for
K = 200, M = 2 · Nstc + Nsm, Nstc = 1, Nsm = 2, N = 40,
J = 1 ·N , P = 5 MIMO-OFDM system considered MLSFC.
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FIGURE 4.7: BER vs. K · N , complex-valued channel data
and complex-valued symbol data generating for SNR= −15dB

MIMO-OFDM system considered MLSFC.
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FIGURE 4.8: Channel estimation NMSE vs. K · N , complex-
valued channel data and complex-valued symbol data gen-
erating for SNR= −15dB MIMO-OFDM system considered

MLSFC.
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FIGURE 4.9: Mean Time Processing vs. K ·N , complex-valued
channel data and complex-valued symbol data generating for

SNR= −15dB MIMO-OFDM system considered MLSFC.
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FIGURE 4.10: BER vs. Number of iteration from 10 to 60 in
schemes of ALS, ALSVSI, VPVSI and FEVI, complex-valued
channel data and complex-valued symbol data generating for
K = 200, M = 2 · Nstc + Nsm, Nstc = 1, Nsm = 2, N = 40,
J = 1 · N , P = 5, SNR= −17dB MIMO-OFDM system consid-

ered MLSFC.
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FIGURE 4.11: Channel estimation NMSE vs. Number of itera-
tion from 10 to 60 in schemes of ALS, ALSVSI, VPVSI and FEVI,
complex-valued channel data and complex-valued symbol data
generating for K = 200, M = 2 ·Nstc+Nsm, Nstc = 1, Nsm = 2,
N = 40, J = 1 ·N , P = 5, SNR= −17dB MIMO-OFDM system

considered MLSFC.
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FIGURE 4.12: Mean Time Processing vs. Number of iteration
from 10 to 60 in schemes of ALS, ALSVSI, VPVSI and FEVI,
complex-valued channel data and complex-valued symbol data
generating for K = 200, M = 2 ·Nstc+Nsm, Nstc = 1, Nsm = 2,
N = 40, J = 1 ·N , P = 5, SNR= −17dB MIMO-OFDM system

considered MLSFC.
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FIGURE 4.14: Channel estimation NMSE vs. SNR, complex-
valued channel data and complex-valued symbol data gener-
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FEVI with 1, 5 and 20 time iterations MIMO-OFDM system con-

sidered MLSFC.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and further work

5.1 Conclusions

In this master thesis, the five low-complexity with relatively good accu-
racy receivers based on the design concept of some existing schemes are pro-
posed for the semi-blind joint channel estimation and detection of symbol
precoded by MLSFC in MIMO-OFDM system. The proposed schemes FEVP,
FsTSVP and FEVI make use of the essential idea from LSKRF of rank one
approximation. The ALSVSI scheme is proposed based on ALS. The idea of
VPVSI scheme is come out from AVEH. And a new essential idea of Vector
Selection algorithm scheme is proposed firstly as an optimized initialization
for iterative approaches and it is utilized in VPVSI, ALSVSI and FEVI re-
ceivers to shorten their iterative process. The FEVP and FsTSVP receivers are
closed-form solutions same as LSKRF that can present a relative lower com-
putational complexity with an outstanding accuracy compared to the ALS
with numbers of iteration, (i.e. more than or at least 5 times iteration). The
ALSVSI scheme takes the advantage of traditional ALS scheme and updates
the way of initialization. Thus with the same or fewer iterations, ALSVSI
can achieve a much better accuracy than ALS. However, as the increase of
the number of iteration, the performance of ALSVSI and ALS approaches is
close, ALSVSI still can achieve a little bit better accuracy than ALS. VPVSI is
an attractive scheme, which comes with a good trade-off between complex-
ity and accuracy. In the numerical results from different assumed conditions
show that VPVSI can reach a relative low BER and take less processing time.
For example, VPVSI with 20 times iteration can have a little bit better ac-
curacy in BER and NMSE than LSKRF but with quite less processing time
compared with closed-form LSKRF. FEVP is also a closed-form scheme same
as LSKRF, however by using an alternative way to factorize matrix decompo-
sition, which can overcome the cubic complexity problem in LSKRF scheme
to save the processing time and still retain the accuracy, especially in the sit-
uation with a distinguish difference between the number of receive antennas
and data blocks. By the way, FEVP even can outperform the state-of-the-art
scheme of LSKRF in accuracy. FsTSVP is also a closed-form scheme, which
is designed based on the idea of LSKRF, but instead of using traditional way
to do SVD, in this scheme, FsTSVP is impactful to solve the massive anten-
nas situation by splitting the big size matrix into smaller sectional parts and
using truncated SVD method sectionally. FsTSVP can reduce some time-cost
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compared to LSKRF with a close accuracy as LSKRF. This scheme still has
the space to be improved by choosing a more appropriate ’step size’ to di-
vide the original matrix. The last scheme FEVI takes use of a novel iterative
approach for rank one approximation to improve the LSKRF. FEVI presents
a much lower computational complexity compared to LSKRF receiver and
comes very near to the accuracy of LSKRF. Furthermore, this iterative ap-
proach can achieve a good trade-off between time-cost and accuracy of es-
timation from doing iteration in the range of 20 to 40 times. The numerical
simulation results illustrated the proposed receiver schemes are promising
and outstanding in a lot of general situations where computational complex-
ity and processing time are limited.

5.2 Further work

In this master thesis, five novel proposed schemes are presented, which
perform better than traditional and the-state-of-the-art schemes ALS and LSKRF
and more flexible than AVEH, to solve the problems of joint channel estima-
tion and symbol estimation in MIMO-OFDM system for wireless commu-
nication. They can satisfy the requirement for the new generation wireless
communication system to achieve promising and efficient service, therefore
they can be prospective alternating algorithm schemes to take place of tradi-
tional the-state-of-the-art schemes. Although it is not described in this master
thesis, the proposed closed-formed schemes of FEVP and FsTSVP can be eas-
ily parallelized similarly to the LSKRF. In the overall scheme of all, the pro-
posed iterative schemes can excel ALS receivers to achieve a better accuracy
and more efficient computational cost. And all the proposed closed-form
schemes can reach to a better trade-off between accuracy and time-consume
than the-art-of-the-state LSKRF. The newly proposed schemes can be applied
to several other related applications, where the least squares Khatri-Rao fac-
torization (LSKRF), alternating least squares (ALS) and Average Vector and
Hadamard Ratio Rank One Approximation(AVEH) have been applied.
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Appendix A

MATLAB Code

In this part, the program code in MATLAB for five proposed low com-
plexity schemes introduced in Chapter 5 is presented, which illustrate how
to estimate the channel and detect the transmitted symbol from semi-blind
receivers based on MIMO-OFDM system through a modified MLSFC trans-
mitter.

A.1 Prerequisite

Before running the algorithm function in MATLAB, please make sure all
required algorithm libraries have been correctly installed.

• MATLAB (ver.7.3).

• Download ’Tensor Toolbox’, ’PARAFAC TOOLBOX’ and ’hoesprit’ tool-
box for MATLAB. Reference to MATLAB Tensor Toolbox by T. Kolda
and B. Bader .

A.2 System Model

The mathematical description of system model has been presented in
chapter 2. At first, it needs to create transmitted symbol matrix X which
is encoded by PSK modulation or QAM modulation and then modified with
MLSFC. And a channel matrix is also needed to construct. Then the func-
tions in ’Tensor Toolbox’, ’PARAFAC TOOLBOX’ and ’hoesprit’ toolbox can
be used to set up a tensor model for received signal.

The parameters for simulation are as following MATLAB program:

...

K=200; % number of rx antennas
N=40; % number of data blocks (= nb. of collected codewords)
I=1; %number of time-slots
J = I*N; %number of time-slots*number of subcarriers
P=5; % number of data sub-blocks (= length of the extended

LCP window) number of precoded OFDM symbols
mod_type=’psk’; % modulation type
mod_lev=2; % modulation order

 http://csmr.ca.sandia.gov/~tgkolda/TensorToolbox/ 
 http://csmr.ca.sandia.gov/~tgkolda/TensorToolbox/ 
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rho=0; % - correlation level of the channel and varies
between 0 and 1.

Nstc=1; % number of space-time code layers
Nsm=2; % number of spatial multiplexing layers
M=2*Nstc + Nsm; % number of tx antennas is 4

...

After setting up the simulation parameters. Next process is to create sys-
tem expressions: Firstly, the extended linear constellation precoding matrix
according to the introduction in section 2.2.1, due to (2.50), can be coded as
following MATLAB program

...
Theta=(1/sqrt(M))*fft_mat(M,M)’;
alpha=2*pi/(M);
C=exp(j*alpha*(0:P-1).’*(0:M-1));
...

fft mat is a function that is used to calculate a M × M size DFT matrix Θ
according to (2.7) .

Then H Channel is set up as a K ×M size normally distributed random
complex-value matrix.

...
H = (randn(K,M)+j*randn(K,M))/sqrt(2);
...

The input symbol matrix d can be encoded by PSK modulation or QAM
modulation as following MATLAB program:

...
if mod_type==’psk’
d1= randint(Nstc,J,mod_lev);
s1= [pskmod(d1,mod_lev)]; % Nstc x N
d2= randint(Nsm,J,mod_lev);
s2= [pskmod(d2,mod_lev)]; % Nsm x N
elseif mod_type==’qam’
d1= randint(Nstc,J,mod_lev);
s1= [qammod(d1,mod_lev)]; % Nstc x N
d2= randint(Nsm,J,mod_lev);
s2= [qammod(d2,mod_lev)]; % Nsm x N
end

d=[d1;d2];
...

And then through the Alamouti’s STBC mapping, the transmitted (en-
coded) signal matrix can be obtained as following MATLAB program:

...
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X1=[];
for i=1:Nstc
X1=[X1;stbc_mapping(s1(i,:)).’]; % 2Nstc x J
end
X=[X1;s2].’; % J x M
...

stbc mapping is a function that is used to encode symbol to Alamouti’s STBC
mapping.

At last, through four functions: nmode product that computes the n-
mode product of a tensor with a matrix, supereye that computes the identity
tensor of order R and size d , unfolding that computes the n-th unfolding of
a tensor and iunfolding that reconstructs a tensor out of its n-th unfolding,
from toolbox for MATLAB (Ilmenau Tensor-Toolbox, contributors include:
M. Weis, G. Del Galdo, F. Roemer, TU Ilmenau, CRL) to get the sizeK×N×P
received signal ten Y tensor model as following MATLAB program:

...
ten_Y0 =

nmode_product(nmode_product(nmode_product(supereye(3,M),H,1)
,X,2),C,3);
size_ten_Y = size(ten_Y0);
Y0_1 = unfolding(ten_Y0,1);
Y_1 = awgn(Y0_1, SNR(k), ’measured’);
ten_Y = iunfolding(Y_1,1,size_ten_Y);
...

A.3 Proposed schemes

The model descriptions of proposed schemes have been presented in chap-
ter 3. In this part, the related codes are presented. Different schemes are with
different conditions, the iterative schemes are with the parameter of number
of iteration, but they all use same means to be to appraised: BER, NMSE and
mean time processing.

Estimation via ALSVSI as following MATLAB program:

Nit_als =20;
tic;
[Xaveh3,Haveh3] =

run_ALSVSI(unfolding(ten_Y,2).’,C,Nit_als,J,K,P,M);
time_aveh3(k,n) =toc;

% eliminate scaling and permutation ambiguities
Xaveh3=Xaveh3*diag(1./Xaveh3(1,:))*diag(X(1,:));
Haveh3=Haveh3*diag(1./Haveh3(1,:))*diag(H(1,:));

% bit error rate for the estimated data
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BER_aveh3(k,n) =
Alamouti_decodingML(unfolding(ten_Y,2).’,Xaveh3,J,Nstc,Nsm,mod_lev,

mod_type,d);

% normalized mean square error for the estimated channel
nmse_aveh3(k,n) = norm(H-Haveh3,’fro’)^2/norm(H,’fro’)^2;

Alamouti decodingML is a function to decode the precode of Alamouti
STC, Spatial multiplexing and demodulate PSK or QAM. run ALSVSI is the
function for proposed algorithm ALSVS1 and Nit als is the number of itera-
tion as following MATLAB program:

function [X0,H0]=run_ALSVSI(Y2,C,Nit_als,J,K,P,M);

% received signal tensor (three unfolded representations)
Y3= reshape(Y2.’,J*K,P); % JK x P
Y1= reshape(Y3.’,J*P,K); % JP x K
est_X_krt_H = Y3*(pinv(C.’)); % KJ x M

% initializations (for blind joint detection)
F_tensor = reshape(est_X_krt_H,J,K,M);
X0 = squeeze(F_tensor(:,1,:));
H0 = squeeze(F_tensor(1,:,:));

% ALS iterations
it = 0;
while it <= Nit_als

it=it+1;

% LS symbol estimation
Z1= khatri(C,H0);
X0= (pinv(Z1)*Y2).’;

% LS channel estimation
Z3= khatri(X0,C);
H0= (pinv(Z3)*Y1).’;

end

Estimation via VPVSI as following MATLAB program:

Nit=20;
tic;
[Xaveh4,Haveh4] = run_VPVSI(unfolding(ten_Y,3).’,C,

Nit,J,K,M);
time_aveh4(k,n) =toc;

% eliminate scaling and permutation ambiguities
Xaveh4=Xaveh4*diag(1./Xaveh4(1,:))*diag(X(1,:));
Haveh4=Haveh4*diag(1./Haveh4(1,:))*diag(H(1,:));
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% bit error rate for the estimated data
BER_aveh4(k,n) =

Alamouti_decodingML(unfolding(ten_Y,2).’,Xaveh4,J,Nstc,Nsm,mod_lev,
mod_type,d);

% normalized mean square error for the estimated channel
nmse_aveh4(k,n) = norm(H-Haveh4,’fro’)^2/norm(H,’fro’)^2;

run VPVSI is the function for proposed algorithm ALSVSI and Nit is the
number of iteration as following MATLAB program:

function [X0,H0]= run_VPVSI(Y3,C0,Nit,J,K,M);

% 3-mode unfolding of received tensor signal
est_X_krt_H = Y3*(pinv(C0.’));

%reshapre a new tensor model of size J*K*M
F_tensor = reshape(est_X_krt_H,N,K,M);

% take the initial matrix from the new tensor
X0 = squeeze(F_tensor(:,1,:));
H0 = squeeze(F_tensor(1,:,:));

% to do a certain amount of iteration to refine the
estimations

it=0;
while it <= Nit

it=it+1;
for kk = 1:M

F = reshape(est_X_krt_H(:,kk),J,K);% F is a J by K
matrix

X0(:,kk) = F*(conj(H0(:,kk)));
H0(:,kk) = (F.’)*(conj(X0(:,kk)));

end
end

Estimation via FEVP as following MATLAB program:

tic;
[Xaveh5,Haveh5] =

run_fast_svd_FEVP(unfolding(ten_Y,3).’,C,J,K,M);
time_aveh5(k,n) =toc;

%eliminate scaling and permutation ambiguities
Xaveh5=Xaveh5*diag(1./Xaveh5(1,:))*diag(X(1,:));
Haveh5=Haveh5*diag(1./Haveh5(1,:))*diag(H(1,:));

% bit error rate for the estimated data
BER_aveh5(k,n) =

Alamouti_decodingML(unfolding(ten_Y,2).’,Xaveh5,J,Nstc,Nsm,mod_lev,
mod_type,d);
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% normalized mean square error for the estimated channel
nmse_aveh5(k,n) = norm(H-Haveh5,’fro’)^2/norm(H,’fro’)^2;

run fast svd FEVP is the function for proposed algorithm FEVP as follow-
ing MATLAB program:

function [X0,H0]=run_fast_svd_FEVP(Y3,C,J,K,M);

% 3-mode unfolding of received tensor signal
est_X_krt_H = Y3*(pinv(C.’));

% rank-one approximation
for kk = 1:M

[U,S,V] = svdsecon_fevp(reshape(est_X_krt_H(:,kk),J,K));
amp_temp = sqrt(S);
X0(:,kk) = amp_temp*U;
H0(:,kk) = amp_temp*conj(V);

end

end

svdsecon fevp is the function for operating SVD in a fast way based on
conversion to EVD of related square matrix as following MATLAB program:

function [U,S,V] = svdsecon_fevp(X)
% % Input:
% % X : m x n matrix
% % k : extracts the first 1 singular values
% %
% % Output:
% % X = U*S*V’ approximately (up to 1)
% %
% % Description:
% % Does equivalent to svds(X,k) but faster
% % Requires that k < min(m,n) where [m,n] = size(X)
% %
% % Reference to Vipin Vijayan (2014)

[m,n] = size(X);

% choose the smaller dimensionality of input matrix
if m <= n

C = X*X’;% m*m square matrix (covariance matrix)

% calculate EVD of the covariance matrix
[U,D] = eig(C);
clear C;

% get the left singular vector related to the largest
singularvalue
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[d,ix] = sort(abs(diag(D)),’descend’);
U = U(:,ix);
U=U(:,1);

% get the right singular vector related to the largest
singularvalue

V = X’*U;
S = sqrt(d(1)); %the largest singularvalue
v = bsxfun(@(x,c)x./c, V, S);
V=v(:,1);

end

else
C = X’*X;
[V,D] = eig(C);
clear C;

% get the right singular vector related to the largest
singularvalue

[d,ix] = sort(abs(diag(D)),’descend’);
V = V(:,ix);
V=V(:,1);

% get the left singular vector related to the largest
singularvalue

U = X*V;
S = sqrt(d(1));
u = bsxfun(@(x,c)x./c, U, S);
U=u(:,1);

end

Estimation via FsTSVP as following MATLAB program:

tic;
[Xaveh6,Haveh6] =

run_fast_svd_FsTSVP(unfolding(ten_Y,3).’,C,J,K,M);
time_aveh6(k,n) =toc;

%eliminate scaling and permutation ambiguities
Xaveh6=Xaveh6*diag(1./Xaveh6(1,:))*diag(X(1,:));
Haveh6=Haveh6*diag(1./Haveh6(1,:))*diag(H(1,:));

% bit error rate for the estimated data
BER_aveh6(k,n) =

Alamouti_decodingML(unfolding(ten_Y,2).’,Xaveh6,J,Nstc,Nsm,mod_lev,
mod_type,d);

% normalized mean square error for the estimated channel
nmse_aveh6(k,n) = norm(H-Haveh6,’fro’)^2/norm(H,’fro’)^2;
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run fast svd FsTSVP is the function for proposed algorithm FsTSVP as
following MATLAB program:

function [X0,H0]=run_fast_svd_FsTSVP(Y3,C,J,K,M);

% 3-mode unfolding of received tensor signal
est_X_krt_H = Y3*(pinv(C.’));

% rank-one approximation
for kk = 1:M

[U,S,V] = svdsecon_fstsvp(reshape(est_X_krt_H(:,kk),J,K));
amp_temp = sqrt(S);
X0(:,kk) = amp_temp*U;
H0(:,kk) = amp_temp*conj(V);

end

end

svdsecon fstsvp is the function for operating SVD in a fast way based on
’fast truncated SVD (Randomized method)’ as following MATLAB program:

function [U,S,V] = svdsecon_fstsvp(X)

%Size of the smallest slice for the biggest dimension
step_size = 5;
[j,k] = size(X); %J=40 k=200

% choose the smaller dimensionality of input matrix
if j<= k

if j < step_size
step_size = j;

end
T = floor(j/step_size); % 40

% sectionally doing fast truncated SVD for the small size
matrices

for kk = 1:(T-1) %1-7
A_t = X(1+(kk-1)*step_size:kk*step_size,:)’;% k*step_size
Y_t = X*A_t; % j*step_size
Q_t=orth(Y_t);% j*step_size
B_t=Q_t’*X; %step_size*k
[U,S,V1] = svdsecon_fevp(B_t); % using the way in FEVP to

solve SVD fast
W(:,kk) = V1(:,1); % k by T-1 orthogonal vectors

end
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% doing the EVD for the new matrix constructed with right
singularvectors of sectional small size matrices as its
columns

Rww = W’*W; % T-1 by T-1
[U,D] = eig(Rww);% U is step_size by step_size,D is

step_size by step_size U and D both are T-1 by T-1
U = U(:,T-1); % Selecting the eigenvector related to the

greatest eigenvalue (T-1)*1
S = sqrt(D(T-1,T-1));
V = W*U/S; % vector of size j taking into account all the

data of size j by step_size*T
U = X*V/S;

else

if k < step_size
step_size = k;

end
T = floor(k/step_size); % 40

for kk = 1:(T-1) %1-39
A_t = X(:,1+(kk-1)*step_size:kk*step_size)’;% step_size*j
Y_t = X*A_t; % step_size*k
Q_t = orth(Y_t); % step_size*k
B_t = Q_t’*X; % step_size*5
[U2,S,V] = svdsecon_fevp(B_t); % using the way in FEVP to

solve SVD fast
W(:,kk) =U2(1,:); % j by T-1 orthogonal vectors k*T-1

end

Rww = W’*W; % T-1 by T-1
[U,D] = eig(Rww);% U is step_size by step_size,D is

step_size by step_size U and D both are
U= U(:,T-1); % Selecting the eigenvector related to the

greatest eigenvalue (T-1)*1
S = sqrt(D(T-1,T-1));
U = W*U/S; % vector of size j taking into account all the

data of size j by step_size*T k*1
V = X’*U/S;

end
end

Estimation via FEVI as following MATLAB program:

Nit=20;
tic;
[Xaveh7,Haveh7] =

run_fast_svd_FEVI(unfolding(ten_Y,3).’,C,Nit,J,K,M);
time_aveh7(k,n) =toc;
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% eliminate scaling and permutation ambiguities
Xaveh7=Xaveh7*diag(1./Xaveh7(1,:))*diag(X(1,:));
Haveh7=Haveh7*diag(1./Haveh7(1,:))*diag(H(1,:));

% bit error rate for the estimated data
BER_aveh7(k,n) =

Alamouti_decodingML(unfolding(ten_Y,2).’,Xaveh7,J,Nstc,Nsm,mod_lev,
mod_type,d);

% normalized mean square error for the estimated channel
nmse_aveh7(k,n) = norm(H-Haveh7,’fro’)^2/norm(H,’fro’)^2;

run fast svd FEVI is the function for proposed algorithm FEVPI. Nit the
is number of iteration for function svdsecon fevi as following MATLAB pro-
gram:

function [X0,H0]=run_fast_svd_FEVI(Y3,C,Nit,J,K,M);

% 3-mode unfolding of received tensor signal
est_X_krt_H = Y3*(pinv(C.’));

% rank-one approximation
for kk = 1:M

[U,S,V] =
svdsecon_fevi(reshape(est_X_krt_H(:,kk),J,K),Nit);

amp_temp = sqrt(S);
X0(:,kk) = amp_temp*U; % 40
H0(:,kk) = amp_temp*conj(V);% 200

end

end

svdsecon fevi is the function for operating SVD in a fast way based on
’Vector Iteration method (Power method)’ as following MATLAB program:

function [U,S,V ] = svdsecon_fevi(X,Nit);

[n,k] = size(X);

% choose the smaller dimensionality of input matrix
if n <= k

C = X*X’;

% initial vector
x0 = X(:,1);
x0=x0/norm(x0);

% Right eigenvector corresponding to largest eigenvalue X
e = eye(n,1);

x=x0;
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it = 0;
while it <= Nit

it=it+1;
x = C*x;
mue = norm(x); % This is an approximation for the

searched eigenvalue
x = x/mue;
ang = norm(x - e*(e’*x));

end

% get the largest singularvalue
S=mue;

% get the left singularvector related to the largest
singularvalue

U=x;

% get the right singularvector related to the largest
singularvalue

V = X’*U;
v = bsxfun(@(x,c)x./c, V, S’);
V=v(:,1);

else
C = X’*X;
x0 = X(1,:).’;
x0=x0/norm(x0); % initial vector
e = eye(k,1); % Right eigenvector corresponding to largest

eigenvalue X %
x=x0;

it = 0;
while it <= Nit

it=it+1;
x = C*x;
mue = norm(x); % This is an approximation for the

searched eigenvalue
x = x/mue;
ang = norm(x - e*(e’*x));

end

S=mue;
V=x;
U = X*V;
u = bsxfun(@(x,c)x./c, U, S’);
U=u(:,1);

end
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In the folder of the name ’Matlab coding for proposed schemes’, there
are four main data: ’script multilayer SNR’ is the simulation for different
SNR regimes; ’script multilayer fixSNR’ is the simulation for different con-
figurations of the MIMO-OFDM system; ’script multilayer iteration Num’ is
the simulation for the evaluation of the iterative approaches by varying the
amount of iterations; ’script multilayer iteration’ is the simulation for com-
parisons between 1, 5, 20 time iterations. And ’run als JPML’ is the coding for
traditional ALS algorithm scheme, ’run lskrf JPML’ is the coding for LSKRF
scheme. ’run VectorSelection’ is the coding for Vector Selection algorithm,
which are taken the first row and column from matrix as the initial vector.
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